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ABSTRACT

Conventional amplifiers have not been able to amplify shon pulses to high
energies either because the stored energy of the gain medium was too low or the high
peak powers in the amplifier would cause nonlinear effecrs and eventually damage to
occur. Chirped radar was developed over fony years ago to .solve a similar problem in
the radar field. The optical analog to chirped radar, Chiped Pulse Amplification (CPA)
has k e n studied here and a prototype laser system has been developed.
The CPA technique uses fibre and grating pulse compression techniques. Shon
pulses are stretched several times their initial duration by group velocity dispersion.
either in an optical fibre or a pair of gratings. The long pulses are then amplified in a
high energy gain medium, without reaching the peak power limitation. The high energy
pulse can be recompressed to its original pulse duration by a second dispersive delay
line, with the opposite dispersion.
The prototype system focuses 50 ps pulses from a cw mode-locked Nd:YLF
oscillator into an optical fibre. The bandwidth is stretched to

- 4 nm and the pulse

width is stretched to 150 ps. The duration is funher stretched by a grating pair to 500
ps. The long pulses are amplified in three stages to an energy of 0.5 J. The amplified
pulses are compressed to a 1 ps duration by a second pair of gratings. The entire
system sits on two 4 x 8 foot optical benches. With the CPA technique Terawatt powers
can be achieved with a very compact and simple system. The technique can also be
scaled to very high energies to give power levels in the petawatt (1015 \V ) level. These
power levels should open new fields of research in such areas as multi-photon and
plasma physics.

The prototype system was used to study multi-photon multiple ionization at
2
The experiments produced the highest
intensities in the 1016 to 1017 ~ / c m range.
charge state, Xe12+, observed to date. The experiments showed that the higher charge
states are produced at los.er intensities for longer wavelengths. It was also shown that
the ionization process is independent of pulse duration if the bandwidth is constant.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The ability to produce laser intensiiies grealer ban 10'' lir/cm2 would open up

neu*physical regimes i n such fields as plasma. relativistic and multi-photon physics.
The electric field gcncrated at this intensily is on the order of lo1 Vlcm, which is

- 20 times the atomic field strength (ciao2 = 5 x 1 0 ~Vicm).

This field should be

sufficient ro excite inner shell electrons by multi-photon ionization, leading to a nen
understanding of atomic physics and possible new X-ray laser schemes. l The quiver
energy or ponderomotive potential of a charged panicle, for these inrensities and a
1 pm wavelength, u.ould be on the order of 1 MeV. Under such a potential, the
electron uvould be accelerated to relativistic speeds.2 11 is believed that at intensities of

- l0I9 l~lcrn', posit~on-elecuonpairs would be created.3
Conventional laser sources either cannot be scaled to reach these intensities
because the saturation fluence is too low or the systems become too large with too low
a repetition rate to be useful for these experiments. Increasing the power of a laser
sysiem can be accomplished in one of two ways. The first is to increase the energy of
the system and the second is to decrease the pulse duration.

Almost without

exception. the two processes are mutudly exclusive. Shon pulse systems are limited
in energy to the millijoule level and the large energy systems must operate with long
pulses, typically on the nanosecond time scale.
Conventional shon pulse systems use dye amplifiers because of the large

bandwidth and high gains of these media. However, the large gain means that the
saturation fluence level of the dye amplifiers is low, approximately 1 mJ/cm2, and so
the energy of these systems is limited to a few m i l l i j o ~ l e s . ~
The energy of dye
systems has been increased using excimer amplifiers, which also have low saturation
levels. but can be made with very large apenures.5*6 Presently, these systems are
being expanded to amplify the pulses to the Joule level. However, because of the low
saturation fluence levels, these systems will have to be very large. Scaling these
systems to higher energies seems infeasible.
The alternative is to use a system that has a large energy storage capabiliv, such
as Nd:glass which has a saturation fluence of

- 5 1/cm2. Nd:glass systems have been

developed which produce 10 kJ pulses, bur, at a pulse width of 1 ns giving a peak
power of 1013 \v.' The power in the amplifier must be kept below a level where
nonlinear effects would occur and evenrually lead to damage. These intense Nd:glass
lasers are very large filling entire buildings. The repetition rare is only 1 shot per hour
making it impractical for multi-photon experiments.
The ideal laser for these new experiments should be v e v intense, compacr,
have a reasonable repetition rate and be scalable to allow even higher intensities. As
part of this thesis work a novel laser technique, which at present produces terawatr
powers and in the futun could be scaled to generate pctaulatt (1015 W) powers is
studied.89 ?he prototype system, which produces a 1 ps pulse with 0.5 J of energy.
was designed and constructed. The entire system fits on a 4x16 foot optical bench.

The technique uses optical pulse compression. With the Chirped Pulse Amplification
(CPA) scheme a pulse from an oscillator is injected into an optical fibre, where borh
the bandwidth and pulse duration are stretched due to the combined action of
self-phase modulation and group velocity dispersion. The long pulse can then be
amplified to the saturation level, without reaching the prohibited peak power level.

The amplified pulse is then compressed to approximately the inverse of the broadened
bandwidth by passing the pulse through a negatively dispersive delay line, comprised
of a pair of parallel gratings.
T o demonstrate its usefulness, the CPA laser was used to investigate
multi-photon m~lltipleionization of noble gases. The ionization process upasstudied at
intensities that were previously not achievable in the infra red region of the spectrum.
These experiments generated the highest charge state (xe12+) that has k e n observed
to date.

1. A

Review of Intense Laser Sourccs

I. A. 1

Nd:glass Systems

The most powerful laser system in the world is a Nd:glass laser system. The
NOVA system generates 10 L
I pulses at a pulse duration of 1 ns generating pourers i n
the 10') w/cm2 range.' The system is extremely large filling an entire building. The
final amplifier in the chain is a disc, 46 cm in diameter. Nd:glass amplifiers have very
large saturation fluences of

- 5 ~ / c m but,
~ . this energy can only he extracted for long

pulses. The intensity in the amplifier must be kept below a level where nonlinear
effects wcur. These nonlinear effects would lead to self-focusing, filamentation and
eventually damage.

The maximum intensity that can be handled by a Nd:glass

amplifier is on the order of 10 G W I C ~ ' .Allhough Nd:glass amplifiers have a large
bandwidth of

- 20 nm, and can therefore support pulse durations as shon as 100 fs.

they are very inefficient shon pulse amplifiers. This point is illustrated in Fig. 1- 1.
which shows the maximum energy that can be extracted from the Glass Dcvelopmenr
Laser at LLE, as a function of pulse duration. The horizontal curve shows the stored

energy of the system, which is

- 1 W.

The graph shows that the stored energy is

efficiently extracted for pulse durations greater than I ns, but, for a pulse duration of 1
ps, the exmclcd energy is reduced by threc orders of magnitude.

pulse width limit re1

(by the gain bandwidth

Pulse Width (psr

Figure I - 1. Graph of energy extracted as a function of pulse duration for GDL laser
The horizontal line is the s t o r d energy of the system.

I. A. 2 Cot L a s e r s

A second type of large energy laser is the C02 laser. C02 can generate M

energy pulses with a duration of 1 ns. Unlike Nd:glass. C02 does not have a
bandwidth broad enough to support pulse durations shoner than 1 ns. The gain

bandwidth can be pressure broadened, but, the apenure of the high pressure systems
is limited by the present technology. At present, the energy of shon pulse C 0 2 lasers
is limited to the ten millijoule level.
Corkum has generated 2 ps pulses which are then amplified to an energy of 15
mJ in a 1 x 1 x 40 cm TE COz laserelo The 2 ps pulse was generated by reflecting

a single longitudinal-mode output of C 0 2 oscillator, from two CdTe slabs. The slabs
will normally transmit the 10 pm radiation, but, wil.1 become metallic and reflective
when driven by an intense radiation field. The slabs can therefore be used as swirches
and in this case, were driven by a 2 ps amplified dye laser pulse. The resulting shon,
C 0 2 laser pulses are then amplified to the energy of 15 mJ in a C 0 2 gain module.
operated in a regenerative amplifier configuration.
One advanuge of a C 0 2 laser for multi-photon experiments is its long
wavelenph. The ponderomotive potential produced by a laser pulse is proponional to

1h2,where I is the laser intensity and

i,is the wavelength. Therefore. C 0 2 lasers.

which lase at 10 pm, generate the same ponderomotive potentials as Nd:glass lasers,
with two ordns of magnitude less intensity.

I. A. 3 Dye Lasers

The most common shon pulse systems are based on dye lasers because of their
large spectral bandwidths and large gains. There are several different dye laser
configurations to generate and amplify sub-picosecond pulses.4 ~ u l s edurations as
shon as 27 fs have been generated directly by a Colliding-Pulse Mode locking (CPhl)
dye laser1 l and pulse durations as shon as 6 fs have been achieved by optically
compressing the CPM laser pulses.12 The saturation fluence is on the order of
1 mJ/cm2 and this level can easily be achieved for subpicosecond pulses, making dye

amplifiers very efficient systems, but, they cannot be scaled to generate higher
energies than

- 1 mJ.

I. A. 4 Excinier Amplifiers

Excimer amplifiers have been used to increase the energy of the shon pulses
produced by dye laser systems. The saturation fluence is approximately the same for
excimer amplifiers as that for dye lasers, but, excimer lasers can operate with much
larger apertures. For single picosecond pulse durations, the saturation fluence has
been measured to be 1.8-2 rnl/cm2 l 3 and -1 r n ~ / c m1 4~, for XeCl and f i F
amplifiers. respectively.

160 fs pulses have been amplified to 12 rnJ in XeC1

The shon pulse was generated by a CPM laser that was made to operare
at a u,avelcngth of 616 nm, which corresponds to double the wavelength of a XeCl
laser. The laser pulses were amplified in a series of four dye amplifiers, which were
pumped by a frequency doubled, Q-switched Nd:YAG laser. The amplified pulse
energy was 0.6 mJ, with negligible Amplified Spontaneous Emission (ASE) and he
pulse duration was 200 is. The frequency of the pulses was doubled in a KDP
crystal, to march the XeCl line. The pulse was then amplified in a single pass of two
XeCl gain modules to an energy of 12 mJ, with 5 rnJ of ASE present.

KrF amplifiers have a larger gain bandwidth of 3.4 nm and can therefore
amplify shorter pulses than XeCl, but, achieving shon pulse durations at the KrF
lasing wavelength of 248 nm is more difficult. The Chicago group has generated 20
mJ pulses with durations of 500 fs. at a wavelength of 248 nm.5 1.5 ps pulses were

generated by a dye laser, synchronously pumped by the second harmonic of a CW
mode-locked Nd:YAG laser. The dye laser is tuned to 745 nm by a two-plare
birefringent filter. The pulses were shortened to 150 fs by a fibrc-grating compressor

and then amplified in a series of two dye amplifiers to an energy of 130 pJ. The
wavelength of 248 nm was achieved by frequency doubling the 745 nm radiation in a
KDP crystal and then sum-frequency mixing the second harmonic with the
fundamental in a second KDP crystal. The energy of the 248 nm seed pulse was 300
nJ. This pulse then is amplified in two KrF modules to an energy of -20 ml w i t h 5%
of rhe energy being ASE. The laser pulses can be focused to intensities in the 1016

- I 0' w/cm2 range.
Szatnlari and co-workers have amplified 80 fs pulses to 75 d in a KrF gain
medium.6 A dye oscillator and amplifier were used to generate 8 ps pulses at a
wavelength of 365 nm and a pulse energy of 5 pJ. These laser pulses pumped a
dismbuted-feedback dye laser (DFDL), which lases at half the frequency of the KrF
amplifier. The DFDL pulses an amplified in three stages to an energy of 60 pJ, with
saturable absorbers bctween each stage. The laser frequency was doubled in a 0.2rnrn
thick ADP crystal. The UV pulse is amplified in a double pass of KrF gain module to
an energy of 15 mJ. with less than 5% being ASE. The pulse duration after
amplification is 350 fs, which does not correspond to the transform limit of the
frequency bandwidth. This indicates that the pulse has been frequency chirped. The
amplified pulse is funher stretched to a duration of 500 fs, by passing the beam
through a q u m plate. The pulse is then compressed by passing it through a pair of
45' quartz prisms, separated by 25 cm. The compressed pulse duration is 81 fs. The
uncompressed pulses were further amplified in 4.5 x 3.5 x 45 cm3 KrF a m p l s e r to an
energy of 75 d,
which sits on a pedestal of 85 mJ of ASE. At the time a proper
saturable absorber was not available to reduce the ASE. Also, compression of the 75
rnl pulse was not med and no discussion of the pulse duration of the amplified pulse

was given.

1. B Review of hlulli-photon hlultiple Ionization Experiments

I. B. 1 Historical Overview

Prior to the advent of the laser, all absorptive interactions between optical
radiation and atoms were linear in nature, that is a single photon was absorbed.
However, it was predicted as early as 1931, by ~ o e ~ ~ e n - ~ athat
y eanr atom
. ~ ~could
simultaneously absorb two photons, if the radiation field was strong enough. The
process required extremely high field intensities, that were not possible with existing
light sources. It was not until after the invention of the laser in 1960, that the required
optical field strengths could be generated and her theory verified experimentally. In
1961 Kaiser and Garret were the first to observe the excitation of an atom to an energ!s
level corresponding to the energy of the sum of the two photons.17
The continual development of brighter laser sources propelled the investigation
of higher order nonlinear processes. The intensities produced in rhe focus of a
Q-switched laser are high enough to observe the ionization breakdown of air. One of
the mechanisms for the dielectric breakdouln that was considered was hlulti-Photo:;
lonizition (MPI). The absorption of more than two photons is required to ionize
nitrogen and so the existing two photon theories had to be extended to account for the
following N photon process:
A

+ ~ h =uA* + e- ,

(1 - 1)

where A is the atomic species, hu is the photon energy. e- is the electron and h' is the

fmt integer that satisfies the condition that Nhu is greater than the ionization potential.
Bebb and (301d18 extended the theory of Goeppert-Mayer and provided an
approximate simplified theory for the absorption of N photons, where N can be any

integer. For the process of multi-photon ionization, lowest order perturbation theory

(LOPT) predicts that the N-photon ionization rate, W(W, follows the relation:

where oN is the generalized N-photon cross section and 0 is the radiation flux.
Ionization experiments at intensities belout -10l0 w/cm2! follou, this relation.
However, as intensities have increased beyond 1012w/cm7 the raies no longer can be
described by LOPT.
In ionization. the final state is a continuum state of the atom. Keldysh
developed a semiclassical theory which considered the final state to be that of a free
electron i n an elecuo-magnetic radiation field.19 For optical u~avelengthsand
intensities belous about 1013 w/cm2 the Keldysh approach can be called a
non-penurbative multi-photon theory, whereas for very long wavelengths o: very
intense fields, this theory treats the electron as tunnelling out of a potential u-ell.
Voronov and Delone were the first to study h1PI experimentally.20~21A
Q-switched ruby laser was focused into xenon or krypton gas at a low pressure of

-

Ton. The elecmo field at focus was

the mean free path of the electrons is

- 10'

V/crn. At a prrssure of lo-? Ton.

- 1 cm, which is two orders of magnitude larger

than the focal spot size. The ionization is then a collision-free process and can only be
atmbuted to multi-photon ionization. The number of generated ions was plotted as a
function of peak laser intensity, on a logarithmic scale. According to penurbation
theory, the slope gives the number of photons required to surpass the ionization
potential. In these experiments. the experimentally determined nonlinear orders were
always smaller than that predicted by perturbation theory. Voronov and Delone
. attributed these discrepancies to the fact that the atomic bound levels that were nearly

resonant to an integral number of photons would act to enhance the ionization process.
Chin et al.22 showed that at the highest intensities available with a Q-switched

ruby laser, saturation of the ionization rate occurred because of the depletion of n e u w
atoms in the focal region. The logarithmic plots of the ion yield versus intensity, for
these experiments had the expected slope, predicted by LOIT at low intensities, but
the slope decreased at higher intensities. The number of generated ions continues to
increase in the saturation region as a result of the expanding volume of ionization.
Cervenan and Isenor 23 determined the ion yield as a function of intensity for the case
of a Gaussian beam focused by either a spherical or cylindrical lens at large intensities.
After the number of neutral atoms is depleted in the interaction region, the number of
genented ions increases as the volume encompassed by a constant intensity increases.
The volume of constant intensity and therefore the ion yield increases as 1 3 n and
for a Gaussian beam, focused by a spherical and cylindrical lens, respectively.
The early hlPI experiments studied the ionization of noble gas atoms, which
have ionization potentials greater than 1 0 eV. Aleksakhin and ceworkers studied blPI
of strontium and barium which havC much louverionization potentials.24 A Sr atom
will be ionized with the absorption of 5.7 eV and a second electron can be removed if
an additional 1 1 eV of energy is absorbed. The second charge states of both Sr and Ba

were generated by hlPl with the interaction of 1 pm radiation at an electric field
strength 6 x 1 0 ~V/cm. The observation of multiple ionization stages led to thc
question of whether the second ionization state is a result of direct or sequential
ionization. That is, there are two possibIe schemes to ionize the neutral atom to the
second ionization state. By the sequential process. the n e u d atoms are ionized to the
first ionization statc by simultaneous absorption of P photons. where P times the
photon energy is greater than the ionization potential. When the neutral atoms are
depleted in the focal volume, the ions are further i o n i d to the second level by the
absorption of Q photons, which is the minimum number of photons required to ionize
the first charge state. By the second process, the neutral atom simultantously absorbs

R photons, where R times the photon energy is greater than the sum of the two
ionization potentials. These two processes are shown schematically in Fig. 1-2, for
the ionization of Sr atoms to the second ionization state. The experimental results
slloir,ed 11131 significant numbers of

s?'

were generated before the production of

sr1' uvassaturated. indicating that direct ionization occurred.

~r '+

16.719 eV

A

10 photons

15 photons

5.692 eV

5 photons
Ground State

Figure 1-2. Schematic depicting direct and sequential ionization processes for Sr

Multi-photon multiple ionization has been studied in the intensity range of 10'
to 1016 w/cm2. at different wavelengths and pulse durations. The results of the
various experiments are discussed in the next two sections.

I. B. 2 Saclay MPI Experiments

The Saclay group has extensively studied MPI with near IR radiation.
L'Huillier et al.25 used a mode-locked Nd:YAG oscillator and Nd:glass amplifiers to
generate 5 0 ps pulses. at intensities in thc 1013 - 1014 w / c m 2 range. At these
intensities, ionization states up lo Kr4+ and x e 4 + were observed. The plots of
ionization yield versus intensity showed that double ionization states were produced
before the saturation of the fust ionization state. The saturation of the ion production
of the fust and second ion states occurred at the same intensity. Also the intensity
dependence of the production of the doubly charged ions was measured to be equal,
within experimental accuracy, to the predicted values for direct ionization from the
ground states. It was concluded that doubly charged ions wert most probably due to
the direct ionization of the neutxal atom.
This group then studied the multi-photon ionization of Xe. Ne 26 and He 27 by
interaction with the second harmonic of the Nd:glass radiation. By doubling the
photon frequency, the number of photons required to ionize the atom is halved.
Ionization occurred at significantly Iowa intensities for green radiation than had been
observed at 1.06 pm. The plot of the ionization rate of Xe2+ had an inflection point
at the saturation intensity of the first charge state. The ionization yield of Xe as a
function of peak intensity is shown in Fig. 1-3. It was concluded that the ionization to
the second charge state, occurred at low intensities by a direct process to the point of
depletion of neutral atoms and then by a sequential process which ionized the singly
charged ions.

1oV

10')

LASER INTENSITY (W cm")

Figure 1 - 3. Plot o f ionization yield as a function o f peak intensity for xenon for

0.532 pm radiation (from Ref. 25)

The Saclay group also used a Nd:glass oscillator and amplifier system which
generated pulse durations from 5 tp 200 ps, to study the effect of pulse duration on the
cnation of the x e 2 + charge state.28 With the shon 5 ps pulses,~e2+was generated
before ~ e production
+
was saturated and both charge slates had comparable saturation
intensities. When the Xe atoms were ionized by a 30 ps pulse, the x e 2 + ionization
rate again had two saturation intensity levels. Only sequential ionization occurred, that
is x e 2 + only appeared at intensities above the saturation intensity of ~ e +for
, the 200
ps pulse durations.

I. B. 3 Recent Non-rcsonant hlPI Results

Luk et

have performed multi-photon ionization experiments with a

picosecond uluaviolet laser system at intensities in the 1016 wlcm2 range. The );e8+
charge state. which requires an energy of 17 1 eV, assuming sequential ionization, was
created, but ~

e which
~ +would require only 54 eV of absorbed energy was not

observed. The maximum charge slates prcduced for Ar, Kr and Xe corresponded to
the removal of entire subshells. indicating that some form of electron coupling was
responsible for the ionization process in these species. The 2 dependence of the
ionization process was studied by ionizing the different elements of the lanthanide
sequence, where 4f electrons are being added to an inner shell. Little difference in the
total energy absorbed for the different elements was observed. The charge state
spccm produced by the UV laser was compared to the IR results of the Saclay group,
to determine the frequency dependence. The charge states were more abundant for
shon u*avclcngths,at an intensity of 1014 wlcm2. This comparison did not take into
account that the pulse duration was also different for the two experiments. Rhodes 30
has recently reported the creation of charge stales: xe9+, ICr8+,

AP+.~

e and~

+

e at an
~ intensity
+
of 1016w/crn2 and a wavelength of 248 nrn.

~

Perry et al.

have used a tunable picosecond laser system to investigate the

multi-photon ionization of the noble gases. With the laser tuned to be non-resonant
with the atomic levels, the threshold intensity required to create the different charge
states of the various noble gases was measured, and plotted as a function of absorbcd
energy, assuming sequential ionization. The plot is shown in Fig. 1-4. The threshold
intensities for all the charge states fell on a smooth curve, indicating that the ionization
process is independent of the specific atomic structure. The authors consider the
smooth cume to be an indication that the ionization process is sequential rather than
direct .
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Figure 1 - 4.

Plot of appearance intensity for Xe, Kr, and Ar as a function of
ionization potential for the picosecond dye laser MPI experiments
(from Ref. 32).

Inflection points occurred in the curves of ion yield as a function of peak
intensity, as with the Saclay results. The explanation of beet ionization was ruled out
in this paper, because of the much smaller cross sections of the direct processes. One
explanation of the inflection points was that they are due ro a small modulation on the
beam profile, which leads to higher local intensities, which saturate before the entire
beam saturates. The second explanation that is offered for the inflection points is a
process known as channel closing. At high intensities, it has been shown that the
ionization potential is increased by the "quiver" energy or the ponderomotive potential
of the elecmc field. 32v33

The ponderomotive potential. V. is given by;

where e is the electron charge, E is the electric field, m is the elecnon mass and w is
the angular frequency of the radiation. When the intensity increases such that the
ponderomotive potential increases by one photon of energy, the ionization process
switches from an N to an N + 1 photon process. The higher order ionization rate is
smaller until the intensity is increased to where the N+lphoton rate equals the K
photon rate.
Yergeau et al. 34 have studied multi-photon ionization with a C 0 2 laser. The
ponderomotive potential scales as the square of the wavelength and so very large
potentials can be achieved with the 10 pn radiation of a C02 laser. ?he laser intensity
used in these experiments ranged from 1013 to 2r1014 w/cm2, which gives a
ponderomotive potential of 100 to 1000 eV. These potentials are higher than the
ionization potential of the atoms and therefore should affect the ionization process.
The ionization rates wcrt found to still comspond to the perturbativc results. Charge
states of xe3+, IC.r2+, A?+, ~ e and
+ ~ e were
+ observed.

Very recently. Chin et al. 35 have studied multi-photon ionization for pulse

durations of 900.90 and 22 fs to study the importance of dynamic resonances and
shifting ionization potentials. They observed little effect from the high lying states
being shifted by the intense radiation.

1. C Outline

Following the inuoduction, Chapter LI describes the study of the CPA technique
and the development of the Table Top Terawatt laser system. The technique of optical
pulse compression is discussed and the results of an initial experiment, which studied
the compression of Nd:YAG pulses in CS2 are given. The technique of Chirped Pulse
Amplification is then discussed. The different compression systems are described.
The first uses fibre expansion and a double grating compressor and the second
technique uses boh a fibre and a p i i n g pair to extend h e pulse duration and again a
grating pair to compress the pulse. Two differen1 oscillator/amplifier configurations
were developed, one used a Nd:YAG oscillator and silicate glass amplifiers and h e
second used a Nd:YLF oscillator, with phosphate glass amplifiers. A description and
results from the various CPA configurations are given. The limitation of the system to
date is the damage threshold of the gratings used for the amplified compression. A
description of the damage tests performed on two diffennt types of grating arc given.
Chapter I11 describes the MPI experiments and results obtained. A discussion
of the determination of the laser intensity is given, for both long and short pulses.
Time-of-Flight spectra are shown for the five noble gases at the highest intensities at
1.053 pm. The intensity dependence of the ion yields are plotted for both pulse
durations and for both wavelengths measured for the five noble gases.
A discussion of these results and a comparison with other published results is

given in Chapter IV. A comparison of the charge states achieved with the infra red and
green photons show that the higher charge states are prduced at lower intensities with
longer wavelength radiation. Possible explanations for these results will be discussd.
A discussion of the effwt of the 200 ps pedestal of the pulse, on the ionization process
will also be given. A comparison of the experimental results and a modified Keldysh
theory is also discussed.
The thesis is concluded in Chapter V, by summarizing the results of the present
experiments and discussing future multi-photon experiments that can be done with the
CPA laser. Also the CPA laser can be scaled to give higher peak powers by increasing
the energy or decreasing the pulse width. As the work in this thesis points out. shon
pulse bright laser sources will have to be developed which produce shon pulses w i t h a
connast to the background radiation of over a million to one. Various new CPA laser
schemes that accomplish these goals will be discussed, including a proposal b ~ .
Law~enceLivermore National Laboratory to construct a Petawatt (1015W) system.
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CHAFTER I1

STUDY OF THE CPA TECHhqQUE

11. A Introduction

Numerous applications exist for ulna-bright laser sources. The power of a laser
can be increased either by increasing the energy or by decreasing the pulse duration.
Increasing the energy means the system must b m e larger and typically the repetition
rate is reduced. Conventional shon pulse amplifiers such as dye lasers can be
amplified at kilohertz repetition rates. but, have low saturation fluence levels of

- 1 mJ/cm2 which limits the energyto the mJ range. The ideal solution would be to
amplify shon pulses in a gain medium that has a large energy storage capability. The
problem is that these lasers are typjcally solid state and therefore cannot handle high
peak powers.
As part of this thesis work, a novel laser technique has been developed which
circumvents this peak power limitation of solid state amplifiers.l The Chirped Pulse
Amplification (CPA) system uses a pulse compression technique which produces long
pulses that have broad bandwidths. These long pulses can be amplified to the
saturation energy without reaching the peak power limit. After amplification, the high
energy pulses can then be compressed to approximately the inverse of the bandwidth.
The prototype was designed and constructed to show the feasibility of the CPA
technique. n e system produces pulses with energies of 0.5 J and pulse durations of

I ps. The CPA laser system should scale to the petawatt (1015W) power level.

When focused, these high power pulses would generate intensities in the ldL1~ / c m 2
range.

11. A . 1.

Pulse Compression

Optical pulse compression can be used to shorten laser pulses and thereby
increase the peak power of the pulses. The pulse compression technique was first
developed in the radar field over forty years ago in order to decrease the peak power in
the transmitting tubes, yet, increase the radar range and r e s o ~ u t i o n .This
~ technique,
uses a linear dispersion element to stretch a short pulse several times its original length
and thereby decrease the peak power, by the same magnitude. This long pulse can
then he amplified to extremely large energies, without reaching prohibitively high peak
powers. After amplification, the pulse is transmitted and the echo that is received is
compressed back to the original pulsewidth, by passing it through a second dispersive
element, which has the opposite dispersion. The resolution is identical to that of
broadcasting the short pulse, but, the energy and therefore the range is increased
several orders of magnitude.
This technology of chirping and recompressing a pulse was transferred to the
optical regime by Gires and Toumois

and Giordmaine, Duguay and

an sen^.

Giordmaine et. al. linearly frequency chirped the pulse by applying an RF modulation
to an electro-optic crystal and compressed the pulses with the interferometer of G k s
and Tournois. Treacy showed that pulses exhibiting positive frequency chirp, ie. the
frequency increases with time, could be cornprcssed by a pair of parallel

grating^.^

T h e variation of the group delay, 6r, with respect to wavelength of two parallel
gratings is given by:

b

(i)
86h

8==m
(2 - 1 )

cd

I - (-- siny)

where b is the separation of the gratings, h is the central wavelength, d is the groove
spacing, c is the speed of light and y is the angle of incidence. By adjusting the p t i n g
parameters, a positive linear frequency chirp can be compensated by the negative

dispersion of the grating pair. As will be discussed later, the total group delay can be
expressed as a Taylor series and under certain conditions, the higher order terms can
become significant, which would leave the resulting compressed pulse with a
non-linear phase distortion.

11. A. 2.

Self-phase hlodulation (SPM)

Fisher and co-workers6 showed, that even shoner compressed pulses could be
achieved, by using self - phase modulation, (SPM),
to broaden the pulse spectrum as
well as frequency chrp the pulse. Self-phase modulation is a result of the Kerr effect.
At large pulse intensities, the non-linear refractive index, n2, becomes significant and
therefore the index of refraction, n, is no longer constant, but, rather a linear function
of the intensity and so for pulsed signals, it varies with time, t, as:

where no is the linear index, and 1 (t) is the time dependent intensity. The phase of the
signal, $(z,t), can then be determined by solving the following:

The total phase delay experienced by the pulse, at the output of the nonlinear
medium, can be determined by integrating Eqn. 2 - 3, to give:

where L is the length of the nonlinear medium. The second term of Eqn. 2 - 4 is
knowln as the B integral. The phase of the signal therefore continually changes as the
intensity varies resulting in the input frequency, o o , being modulated. The
instantaneous frequency shifr from the central frequency, ~ ( t )is, determined by
differentiating the phase with respect to time:

If the intensity is assumed to be independent of distance, then o(t) can be written as:

For most optical media, n2 is positive in the optical region of the spectrum and
therefore the pulse becomes positively c h r p d ; that is the instantaneous frequency is
decreased on the rising edge of the pulse and increased on the falling edge. For a

The Fourier transform limited pulsewidth, rhm,for a Gaussian pulse is given
by:

By using the value of om,,, given in Eqn. 2-1 1, the maximum compression
ratio is determined to be:

Therefore, the maximum compression ratio that can be achieved, using this type
of compression scheme, is the value of the B integral.

11. B CS2 Experiment

Kerr liquids were first used as the non-linear media for self-phase modulation
because of their high non-linear indices. In 1975, Lehmberg and hlchlrlhon7
compressed 100 ps pulses from a Nd:YAG laser system to 7 ps, using CS,-. as the
non-linear medium. For our first attempt at generating high energy, shon pulses, we
repeated their experiment

11. B. 1. Experimental System

A diagmm of the experimental system is shown in Fig. 2- 1 . The oscillator was

a pulsed Q-switched and mode-locked Nd:YAG laser which produced pulse trains of
35 ps pulses, separated by 10 ns, with a wavelength of 1. O M pm, at a 1 Hz repetition
rate.

A series of two Pockels cell switch-outs were used, to switch out the peak

pulse of the train, with a contrast of main pulse to pre-pulses of 106:l

. The pulse was

then amplified in two successive single pass amplifiers to an energy of 7 mJ. The
beam was spatially filtered between the amplifiers to clean up the wavefront. The
pinhole diIunerer was about five times the Airy disc in order to avoid damage.
The spatial filter also collimated the beam, which had a diameter of
approximately 2.5 rnrn. At the output of the second amplifier, the beam was split such
that a 2 mJ pulse was used to drive the streak camera swieh8 and a 5 mJ pulse was
passed through a series of CS2 cells.

The peak intensity of the pulses was

approximately 3.5 x lo9 w/cm2. at the input to the CS2. The same nonlinear effect
that causes SPhl in time, also causes beam front distortion spatially across the beam.
In order to rnininljze filamentation and beam break-up, the length of the CS2 was
divided into six cells, each 1 cm long and separated by 10 cm .
T h e value of B for the peak intensity of the pulse can be calculated using

Eqn. 2-4 . For CS2. the values of no and n2 are 1.594 and 2.89 x lo-" (cm2/\i'),
respectively. The value of B, for our experimental conditions is then 36.0. Using the
calculated value of B in Eqn. 2-1 1 gives a bandwidth of 1.7 nm, for a 35 ps pulse
duration. The bandwidth was measured using a visible spectrometer. The radiation
therefore had to he frequency doubled. The bandwidth of the green radiation was
measured to be 1.8 nm., as shown in Fig. 2-2. This corresponds to the calculated
value to within the accuracy of the intensity measurement.

Wavelength (linear scale)

Fi y r e 2 - 2. Measurement of broadened spectral bandwidth

The phase of the electric field is modulated through the nonlinear index by steep
intensity gradients. This is true for spatial as well as temporal gradients, and so for
intensities sufficient to cause self-phase modulation, the k a m will also be
self-focused. In order to isolate the mdulated portion of the beam, a telescope was
used to collimate the self-focused part and spatially filter out the wings that appear at
the edge of the profile. The beam was expanded using the telescope, by a factor of
three.
To compensate for the frequency chirp created by the SPhl in the CS2 cells, the
pulses were transmitted along a dispersion line comprised of one grating, with a
groove spacing of 1200 Vmm and a right angle prism. The angle of incidence was
approximately 60'. Using quation 2-1 , the separation between two gratings that is

required to compress a pulse exhibiting a frequency chirp of 1.8 nm over a 35 ps pulse
duration, is calculated to be 3.2 m. The distance required can be halved by replacing
the grating with a right angle prism, which rotates the bean1 180".through an axis
parallel to the grooves of the grating, and then reflects the beam back to the first
grating. The prism was placed on a variable delay line approximately 1.5 m from the
grating. The distance was optimized for the shortest compressed pulsewidth.

11. B. 2.

Results

The compressed pulses were measured using a sueak camera and Two-Photon
Fluorescence, (TPF). In order to be detected by the sueak camera, the pulses were
frequency doubled. The compressed pulsewidths were typically 6 ps, but, some pulse
durations were sueak camera limited at 4.5 ps, as shown in Fig. 2-3. The sueak
camera traces show that the duration of the streaked pulse is equal to the spot size.
The best focus of the spot size was 4 pixels. which corresponds to 4.5 ps for the
sueak speed of the camera. The sueak camera was calibrated using a 125 ps etalon.
The shots could not be averaged because there was an apparent timing jitter of

20-30ps between the 30 ps pulse driving the switch, which triggered the camera, and
the detected compressed pulse.

4 pixels

Focus Mode

-It-

Time

=

4.5ps

Figure 2 - 3. Steak camera measurement (a) focus spot. (b) compressed pulse

T P F was used to measure the autocorrelation of the IR temporal profiles. The
first measurement shown i n Fig. 2-4, indicates that the pulse was quite broad,
approximately 30 ps, with large wings. An iris was placed in the beam and adjusted
so that just the central portion, about 20% of the energy, was transmitted. The TPF
measurement of the central pan of the beam show a clean 6 ps pulsewidth in Fig. 2-5.
The iris was not needed for the streak Camera measurements because the light was
frequency doubled. so that only the most intense part of the beam was convened. This
shows that the uncompressed wings of the pulse were not successfully eliminated by
spatial filtering.

Figun 2 - 4. Twephoton fluorescence measurement

Figure 2 - 5. Two-photon fluorescence measurement of cenaal portion of k a m

This compression scheme was very lossy. The CS2 absorbed 4 0 7 ~of the laser
energy and the grating compressor was just 50% energy efficient. After the iris, the
pulse energy was just 200

CLJ, compared to 5 mJ of energy at the inpur of the CS,

cells. The pulsewidth was compressed by only a factor of 5 or 6, so that the peak
power was actually decreased by this compression system.
This type of compression technique also results in extremely p o r beam quality.
Just as the nonlinear index mdulates the temporal frequency, the sparial frequencies
will be mdulated by a spatial intensity gradient. This spatial mdulatinn leads to hoth
whole beam and small scale self-focusing. Whole beam self-focusing is caused by the
-index of refraction being increased by the maximum amount at the centre of the beam
where the intensity is the largest and unchanged at the edge of the beam profile. The
severity of self-focusing increases with the intensity gradient. An intensity ripple

superimposed on the beam leads to small scale self-focusing. The small scale
self-focusing bill cause the ripple intensity to grow until the beam breaks up into small
filaments. It can be shown that a one-dimensional intensity modulation, of spatial
wave number K , superimposed upon a uniform intensity profile will grour
exponentially with a gain coefficient, g, which is given by: 9

The first term in the bracket is the dominant term and is related to the B integral
so that the ripple intensity grows exponentially with the value of the B integral. Also
from Eqn. 2-15, it can be seen the gain increases with spatial frequency, and so the
sharpest modulations grow the fastest, leading eventually to filamentation and bean1
break up.
Equation 2- 15 indicates that in order to maintain a good beam quality, the value
of the B integral must be,kept small. A typical rule of thumb used in designing laser
systems is that the B integral be kept below five. It is shou-n in Eqn. 2-14, however.
that the maximum compression ratio that can be achieved was approximately the value
of the B i n t e r n . Therefore, the maximum compression ratio that can be obtained with
this type of compression scheme without distorting the beam is five. In order to
achieve better compression, the pulse must be guided through the nonlinear medium,
such that higher order modes cannot propagate. In this manner, large B integral values
can be used to give large compression ratios and the self-phase modulated pulse can
still have a clean beam profile.

11. C

Fibre Pulse Compression

In 1981, pulse compression using an optical fibre, as the non-linear medium
was developed at IBMIO.

Fibre pulse compression offers two significant advantages

over the Kerr liquid technique. The first being, that the pulse propagates through a
single mode fibre as essentially a plane wave. The induced phase delay is therefore,
constant across the entire beam, allowing the entire beam to be equally compressed,
and the wavefront to remain undistorted. The second advantage is that the fibre
exhibits Group-Velocity Dispersion (GVD). The combined action of SPhl and GVD
broadens both the frequency spectrum and the pulse shape, resulting in almost the
entire bandwidth being linearly chirped. The resulting compressed pulse has much less
energy in the wings.
Originally, fibre pulse compression was used to make shon pulses even shoner.
The shonest pulsewidth achieved using this technique, to date, is 6 is, by compressing
a 50 is pulse.

The compression ratio is just a factor of eight. The compression

ratio, however, increases with increasing initial pulsewidth. Fibre pulse compression
of 80 ps, CW mode-locked Nd:YAG laser pulses was developed at Spectra Physics
and Stanford university.12 They achieved a compression ratio of approximately 40.
to reach a pulsewidth of 2 ps. The energy efficiency of the system was 25%- yielding
an increase in peak power of an order of magnitude.
Fibre pulse compression has become a very valuable technique for low peak
power , high repetition rate applications, but, cannot be used for high power pulses.
The peak power in the fibre must be kept below a level where Raman generation takes
place. The threshold power. PLh,for Raman generarion is given theoretically by:

where A is the effective core area of the fibre, G is the Raman gain and L is the length
of the fibre.13

For 1.06 p m radiation. the Raman gain is 9.2 x 10-l2crnnV.

Single-mode fibre, for this wavelength, typically, has a core diameter of 7 pm, which
corresponds to an effective area of approximately 4 x

cm2. For a fibre length of

100 m, the threshold peak power would be 130 W. When Raman pulses are produced
in the fibre, the energy of the SPhl pulses is reduced and the pulses become unstable.

11.

D

CPA Technique

Fibre pulse compression cannot be used to compress high energy pulses
because the fibre cannot support large energies and as in the radar field, shon
compressed pulses cannot be amplified efficiently in a solid state medium, without
reaching prohibitively high peak powers in the amplifiers. I t is shown in the Appendix
that the energy in an amplifier can only be efficiently extncted if the input fluence is on
the order of the saturation fluence. However, as was discussed in Section I. A. 1 ,
only long pulses can be amplified to the saturation fluence level and keep the beam
undistoned.
The solution to the problem of generating high energy, shon pulses is the optical
analog of chirped radar. Optical pulse compression was originally developed to
simply shonen pulses, whereas pulse compression in the radar field was developed in
order to amplify a long pulse, but, have the resolution of a short pulse. W e have
developed a similar technique, in the optical regime. The CPA technique stretches a
shon pulse several times its original length, in order that it can be amplified to the
saturation level without reaching the prohibited peak powers in the amplifying
medium. Shon single picosecond pulses can be stretched to the nanosecond time scale

and can therefore be amplified by conventional techniques to the highest energies
presently achieved. After amplification, the high energy pulses can be recompressed
to the initial pulse durations, t o generate ultra-high peak powers.
The prototype system that was built to demonstrate the CPA technique uses a
CW mode-locked Nd:YLF oscillator, which generates 50 ps pulses at a wavelength of

1.053 pm. The 50 ps pulses are injected into an optical fibre to inmase the bandwidth
and suetch the pulse as in conventional optical pulse compression. Before the pulse is
compressed, however, the long pulse is amplified in a Nd:phosphate glass system to
an energy of 0.5 J. After amplification, the pulse is compressed by a pair of parallel
gratings to a duration of 1 ps to generate a power of 0.5 TW. The CPA system is
scalable to the petawatt level by amplifying the long pulse to the kJ level, which is
presently achievable uith Nd:glass laser systems.

11. D. 1.

Fibre Expansion

To demonstrate h e CPA concept. a laser system, which produced mJ level
pulses with a 2 ps pulse duration, was built.' A schematic diagram of this system is
shown in Fig. 2-6. A CW mode-locked, Nd:YAG laser (Spectra-Physics Series

3000) was used to produce 150 ps pulses, at an 82 MHz repetition rate. A 1.4 km
length of fibre was used, as the nonlinear medium, to increase the bandwidth and
suetch the pulse, by the combined effects of SPM and GVD. Five watts of average
power were coupled into the single-mode, non-polarization-preserving optical fibre,
with a lox microscope objective. An identical microscope objective was used to
collimate the beam at the output of the fibre. A variable anenuator comprised of two
crossed polarizers and a half-wave plate was used to vary the input power to the fibre.

Packels A l l
Cell

-

-

1.4-km
Single-Mode
Fiber

Double-Grstlng Compressor

F i p ~ r c2 - 6 . Experimental confipnrion of mJ CPA system

CW Mode-Locked
Nd:YAG Laser
Regenerative Amplifier
Nd:Glass

A quarter-wave plate was placed between the second polarizer and microscope
objective in order to isolate the oscillator from back reflections off of the front surface
of the fibre. The polarization would be rotated by 180°,by reflection from the surface
and by another 90°,from the double pass of the V4 plate. The reflected light would
therefore be deflected by the second polarizcr. No attempt was made at isolating the
oscillator from the light, that was reflected back by Rayleigh scanering, in the fibre.
There seemed to be no effect of Rayleigh scattered light with this oscillator, although
as will be discussed later, a Faraday rotator had to be placed between the fibre and a
different oscillator.
The fibre (Corning Experimental s~zF/DS~~')
has a core diameter of 9 pm. The
average power at the output of the fibre was 2.3 W with most of the loss due to
imperfect coupling. The amount of power coupled into the fibre was chosen for best
energy stability of the compressed pulses. The CW pulse train, at the output of.the
gratings was detected with a P I N diode and displayed on an oscilloscope. Ar a
particular power level, the pulse train would have the best stability as well as the
maximum energy. This power level corresponded to the point where Raman
genention could just be detected. If the input power was further increased, the energy
~
unstable. The excess energy
of the compressed pulses remained constant, b u became
was convened to Raman light. This could be seen in a number of ways. The
spectrum changed from a symmetric to an asymmetric spectrum at this power level.
Figure 2-7 shows two specea for different power levels in the fibre. Figure 2-7a
shows the frequency spectrum produced by just SPhl in the fibre, at an outp~itpower
of 2.3 W. The spectral bandwidth was 4.0 nm. Figure 2-7b shows the spectrum for
an output power of 3 W, where Rarnan generation is depleting the red region of the
spectrum, which corresponds to the front end of the pulse.

Figure 2 - 7. Frequency spectra where (a) just SPM is present and (b) Raman
generation takes place

Also because we were using such a long fibre, the Rarnan pulse separatd fiom
the SPM pulse, and so a double pulse train was detected at the output of the fibre. The
pulsewidth at h e output of the fibre was measured using an autocorrelator. The
autocorrelation of the stretched pulse is shown in Fig. 2-8. The correlation is
triangular in shape, which corresponds to a rectangular pulse shape, with a pulsewidth
of 300 ps.

Full Scale = 300 ps
Figure 2 - 8. Autocorrelation measurement of stretched pulse

11. D. 2.

C W Compression

The grating compressor was optimized for the best compression of the CW
mode-locked pulses. Although the light h a t is input to the fibre has circular
polarization. at the output the polarization is predominantly linear, because of h e

nonlinear birefringence effect in the fibre. The birefringence is intensity dependent.
and therefore the intense ponion of the pulse is polarized in one direction, which is
different from the low intensity wings. The grating compressor passes only
P-polarized light and therefore acts as a polarizer. The grating compressor will then
pass the intense, P-polarized portion of the beam and deflect the low intensity wings,
into the zero order.14 A half-wave plate was placed before the gratings to rotate the
polarization of the light from the fibre to have maximum output power after the
gntings.
The grating compressor was comprised of two gratings and a right angle prism.
The frrst gratings that were used were gold coated, holographic reflection gratings
(American Holographic), with a grating constant of 1800 Umm. They were used in a
near Littrow configuration (ie. the diffracted beam is directed back along the incident
beam), for best efficiency, s o the angle of incidence was approximately 75'.

The

energy efficiency of these gratings was just 80% because of the large angle of
incidence. To improve the efficiency, new gratings, with a grating constant of
1700 Umrn were used. The energy efficiency of these gratings was better than 90%.

when used in a near Littrow configuration, with an angle of incidence of
approximately 65'.

The groove spacing was kept as small as possible, in order to

have a reasonable &stance between the gratings. Although reflection from two parallel
gratings will compress a pulse temporally. the beam will be elongated in one direction.
by the dispersion. To compensate for large compression factors, the dispersion will
stretch the beam several times the beam diameter, making the beam profile almost
linear in shape. The beam can regain its circular beam shape, by renoreflecting thc
beam back along the two gratings.15 A right angle prism was used to step the beam
down. in a perpendicular dirextion to the dispersion direction. and then reflect the
beam back through the gratings. In order to compensate for the same frequency chirp,

the separation of the gratings is halved. For optimum compression, the separation of
the gratings, when used in a double pass configuration, was calculated to be 25 cm.
The gratings were separated by approximately this distance then adjusted to give the
minimum measured pulsewidth.

An autocomelator was used to measure the

compressed pulsewidths. As can be seen from the autocomelation, shown in Fig. 2-9,
the CW compressed correlation width was 2.3 ps, which cornsponds to a pulsewidth
of 1.5 ps, assuming a gaussian profile.

Figure 2 - 9. Autocomelation measurement of compressed pulse

In previous compression experiments of 1.06 pm pulses, shoner fibre lengths
were used because maximum power output was desired.12 With the CPA technique.
the stretched pulses are amplified and therefore the restrictions on the power in the
fibre. because of Raman generation, are immaterial. The long fibre length required to
linearize the chirp can then be used and the pulses can be compressed with

following set of quations to determine the optimum fibre length as a function of the
input pararneters: pulsewidth, peak power, fibre area and wavelength:16

zo f ' =- 1 .6z0
A
where rois the input pulsewidth, P is the input peak power, h is the wavelength, D ( h )
is the fibre dispersion, ACffis the effective core area, n and n2 are the linear and
nonlinear refractive indices, respectively, c is the speed of light, and ZOptis the
optimum fibre length. It should be noted that 1.4 krn is not the optimum length, but,
rather the length of fibre we could obtain at the time. Although, as shown in the
autocorrelation, the temporal profile is virtually wing-free to two orders of magnitude.
For our parameters, the oprirnum fibre length is 2.2 km.

11.

D. 3. Choice of Amplifying Media

A Quantel (SF 410-07) laser head was used for the amplifier. The laser head
was fined with a Nd:glass mi,7 rnrn in diameter and 115 rnrn long. The glass N g r e
4-246). was a lithium aluminum silicate glass, with a doping concentration of 2%.
The gain material of the amplifier cannot be a Nd:YAG crystal, as in the oscillator.
because the gain bandwidth of Nd:YAG is not large enough to accept the spectral
bandwidth of the pulse, which has been broadened by SPM to 4.0 nm. The 4-246
glass has a fluorescent linewidth of 28 nm, uvhereas Nd:YAG has a linewidth of just
0.4 nm. Silicate glass was chosen as the host material, because the gain bandwidth
peaks at 1.062 pm, which is near the lasing transition of a Nd:YAG laser. which is
1.064 pm.

XI. D. 4. Regenerati\.e Amplifier

The stretched pulses were amplified in a regenerative amplifier. A regenerative
amplifier is basically a Q-switched laser, except that instead of starting from a noise
spike, a laser pulse is switched into the cavity to act as the seed pulse. By using a
regenerative amplifier, the laser pulse can be amplified many orders of magnitude with
just one amplifier. Also, since the amplifier is run as a Q-switched laser, the pulse is
amplified to the saturation level, so the amplification process is very efficient and can
be quite stable.
The regenerative amplifier cavity, that was used. was made up of a 90%
reflecting flat mirror and a 100% reflecting concave mirror, with a 5 m radius of
curvature. The cavity length was approximately 1.5 m. A Pockels cell was placed
directly in front of the curved mirror, where the beam diameter is largest in order to

avoid damage. KD*P is used for the elecuo-optic material because of its large damage
threshold of 400 M W / C ~ ~A quarter-wave
. ~
plate and Breulsta plate polarizers were
placed in the cavity to frustrate lasing in order to build up the population inversion.
The gain medium was placed in the centre of the cavity and an adjustable pinhole was
used in the cavity to force the beam to be in a TEMoo mode.
The suetched pulses from the fibre pass through a half-wave plate, which is
aligned to give S-polarization. The beam is then reflected from one mirror and then
from an AR coated surface of a wedge. An AR coated surface was used to isolate the
fibre from the output pulses of the regenerative amplifier. which are directed back
along the input beam line. The energy of the seed pulse must be larger than any noise
spike in order that the seed pulse be preferentially amplified. Pulse energies of just
tens of picojoules are required for injection. The S-polarized beam is reflected into the
cavity, by the polarizer and then passes through the 3c/4 plate and Pockels cell. The
Pockcls cell is in its off state, that is, with zero voltage applied. The pulse is then
reflected from the end mirror and makes a second pass through the Pockels cell and
wavcplate. The polarization of the pulse is rotated through 90' by a double pass of the
3c/4 plate and so passes through the polarizer. The pulse is then amplified in the gain

medium and reflected by the flat mirror. The pulse is amplified a second time and
passes through the polarizer and again makes a double pass of the wavepla~eand
Pockels cell. The polarization is again rotated by 90'. to S-polarization, and is
reflected by the polarizer. Therefore, while the Pockels cell remains in the off-state, all
the pulses make one complete round-mp.
The trigger signal to the voltage supply for the Pockels cell is timed, to apply the
quarter-wave voltage, which is 4 kV for KD*P, at the peak of the fluorescence, and
therefore Q-switch the laser at the peak of the gain. A hard tube Pockels cell driver
was used, in order to have minimum jitter and maintenance. and a fast risetime.17 The

quarter-wave voltage turns on in less than 10 ns, which corresponds to one round trip
of the cavity. The timing of the voltage signal is synchronized with the 41 MHz
mode-locking signal of the oscillator, so that it can be fine tuned, to turn on after the
pulse has made its first double pass of the wave plate and Pockels cell. With the
voltage applied to the Pockels cell, it cancels the retardation of the quarter -wave plate.
The pulse then remains in P-polarization and is trapped in the cavity.
As in a Q-switched laser, the energy of the pulse will increase to a saturation
level and then decrease. The lamps were operated at an energy of 55 J, to give a
saturation energy of 2 mJ. The energy is limited to 2 mJ because of the damage
threshold of the KD*P Pockels cell. It takes approximately 1 ps or 100 round trips,
for the pulse to reach saturation. The Pockels cell voltage supply is triggered to deliver
the half-wave voltage, at the time of the peak of the Q-switched envelope. Again the
turn-on time was less than 10 ns. The total retardation of a double pass of the wave
plate and the Pockels cell in this state is one half wave, so that h e polarization is again
rotated to S-polarization, and the pulse is reflected fiom the polarizer.

11.

D. 5. Amplified Pulse Compression

The switched-out pulse is transmitted through the AR coated window and a
half-wave plate before passing along the grating compressor. The half-wave plate is
used to change the polarization to P-polarization for optimum energy efficiency of the
gratings. The efficiency of the gratings, for S-polarization, is only a few percent. The
energy efficiency of the compressor was approximately 60 8.
The pulsewidh of the amplified and compressed pulses was measured using a
streak camera. In order to be detected by the photocathode, the pulses had to be
frequency doubled. Figure 2-10 shows a streak camera trace of a pulse and a

reflection from an etalon. The spacing between the two pulses is 125 ps. The pulse
width (FWHM) is 2 ps which is limited by the smak camera response. Regardless of

any pulse distortion due to spectral and gain saturation of the amplifier, the pulse was
conlpressed after an~plification,indicating that the pulse chirp remains constant. This
amplifier and compression system produced 2 ps pulses with energies of I nd.

Figure 2 - 10. Streak camera trace of an1plifie.d and compressed pulse

11. D. 6. Improvements

The energy stability of the regenerative amplifier was very poor, with energ!,
jitter of

+_

50 9%. In order to determine if the laser instability corresponded to the

.flashlamp

instability, Q-switched laser energy was measured and plotted as a function

of flashlamp energy. The plot is shown in Fig. 2-1 1. and depicts a linear relation
between the laser energy and the flashlamp energy.

Lamp Energy (arb. units)

Figure 2 - 1 1. Laser pulse energy as a function of lamp energy

.

The flashlamp stability was f 5% which would he difficult to improve , with
our amplifier. It was therefore necessary to compensate for the flashlamp jitter. A
diode was set up to detect the flashlamp radiation. The electrical signal, from the
diode, was electronically integrated, with a time constant of 350 ps, which
corresponds to the fluorescent lifetime of the gain medium. This electrical signal is
then approximately the same as the fluorescent signal. The Pockels cell was triggered
to the quarter-wave voltage. at a given time after the integrated flashlamp signal
reached a threshold level of approximately half the peak signal. T o determine the
timing of the half-wave voltage of the Pockels cell, a second diode monitors the
leakage from an end mirror of the regenerative amplifier cavity. A fast discriminator is
used to trigger the cavity dumper, with respect to a particular mode-locked pulse. at rhe

peak of the Q-switch pulse. By monitoring the flashlamps and the Q-switched train

an energy histogram of 2000 shots measured both (a) before and (b) after the grating
compressor. Comparison of the two histograms indicates that the compression
process does not i n d u c e energy instability.
A second problem encountered was that the amplifier would produce multiple
pulses, which were separated by 6 ps. A comparison was made of the SPM spectrum
of the pulses, that were injected into the amplifier, and the amplified pulse spectrum.
The two spectra are shown in Fig. 2-1 3. The amplified pulse spectrum shows that the
red end, which is also the front end of the pulse is preferentially amplified, but, also
thar there is a 0.3 nm modularion. The modulation as well as the 6 ps pulse separation
indicates the presence of a 1 rnrn thick etdon inside the cavity. The etalon could only
be the quarter-wave plate. The multiple pulsing was eliminated by removing the
quarter-wave plate and aligning the Pockels cell, such that its off state birefringence
yielded a quarter-wave retardation.

11. E Table Top Terawatt Laser System

Once the concept of the CPA technique was shown to work, amplification
stages were added to increase the energy to the Joule level. A second stage was added
that brought the energy level to 40 mJ.18 A schematic of this amplification systcm is
shown in Fig. 2-14.
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Figure 2 - 12. Pulse energy histogram of 2000 shots (a) before, (b) after grating
compressor

Figure 2 - 13. Frequency spectrum (a) before and (b) after amplification
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Figure 2 - 14. (a) Block diagram of 40 mJ CPA system. (b) amplifier configuration

11. E. 1. Fibre Expansion

The oscillator was changed to a CW mode-locked Nd:YAG. [Quanmnix model
4161, that produced 100 ps pulses at a 100 MHz repetition rate. The pulse. uras
stretched to 200 ps by the GVD of the 1.4 krn fibre, as can be seen in Fig. 2- 15.
Again, the power in the fibre was set at the threshold power for Raman generation, in
order to have the optimum stability of the compressed pulses. At higher input powers,
we measured the two pulses generated by SPM and Raman generation , with a fast
diode and a sampling scope. The result is given in Fig. 2-16. It shows that the
pulsewidth of the SPM pulse is about 200 ps and that the separation between the
Rmlan and SPM pulses is 2 ns, for the 1.4 km length of fibre.
The fibre length was increased to 2.4 km to funher improve the linearity of the
chirp and reduce the compressed pulsewidth. The pulse was suetched to 350 ps, in
this fibre, as is shown in Fig. 2-17, but, the compressed pulsewidth remained at
1.5 ps. The limitation of the pulsewidth is caused by the third order term of the p u p
delay of the grating compressor, which will be discussed in a later section.19
Figure 2- 17 also shows that the pulse shape is no longer rectangular when stretched to
350 ps. The front end of the pulse is reduced by the onset of Rarnan generation.
Instead of using an AR coated window to isolate the fibre, from the regenerative
amplifier output, a Pockels cell, PC2, switch-out was used. PC2 was placed between
two parallel polarizers. A half-wave plate was placed between the fibre output and the
first polarizer in order to rotate the polarization, for maximum output through the
polarizers. When PC2 was in the off state, the pulses would be transmitted through

.

the second polarizer. Two 100% reflecting mirrors were used to deflect the pulse into
the cavity. so that the total pulse energy was seeded into the cavity. When the
amplified pulse was cavity dumped by the Pockels cell, PCI, inside the regenerative

Figurc 2 - 15. Streak camera traces of fxcquency doubled pulses at the (a) input and

(b) output of the fibre

Lo2.h.5

Figure 2 - 16. SPM and Rarnan generated pulses at output of fibre

Figure 2 - 17. S a a k camera traces o f IR pulses at the (a) input and (b) output of the
2.4 krn fibre

amplifier, it was reflected back through the second polarizer to PC2. The same trigger
signal that was used to cavity dump the amplifier, was used to switch PC2. The
timing of the mgger signal to PC2 was delayed such that it coincided with the arrival
of the amplified pulse. PC2 was then turned on, that is a half-wave voltage was
applied. The polarization was rotated by 90" and so the pulse was reflected by the first
polarizer.
The Pockels cell, PC2, could also turn on and off. in 10 ns, so that only one
pulse would be switched out. This improved the contrast ratio, of pulse to prepulse
energy, to better than 1000 : 1. The Pockels cell driver could not deliver the 8 kV,
required for half-wave rotation, in 10 ns. The polarization was therefore not rotated
the entire 90°, so that only 80% of the pulse energy was reflected by the polarizer.
The remaining 2090 was transmitted through the polarizer, back to the fibre. This was
enough energy to damage the fibre end. To stop the energy from reaching the fibre, a
99%. 45". reflecting mirror was placed after the fibre output The pulse train that was
reflected by the mirror was sent to a second grating compressor, so that the C l V pulse
compression could be continually monitored. The remaining 1% of the pulse energy
was transmitted through the mirror, Pockels cell and polarizers, and was seeded into
the regenerative amplifier. The mirror reflected the retroreflected amplified beam away
from the fibre.

11. E. 2. 100 mJ Amplification

In order to increase the pulse energy a larger gain medium was required. The
amplifier (Quantel SF4 10-09). uses four xenon flashlamps to pump the laser rod. The
Nd:YAG rod was again replaced with a Kigre 4-246, silicate glass rod, 3/8" in
diameter and 11.5 cm long. A multipass configuration was used for the second

amplifier, in order to extract the maximum energy. The capacitance of the Quantel
power supply was increased by a factor of 3, to 90 pF, for each set of two lamps, so
the gain was sufficient to reach an energy of 40 mJ, with only a few passes. The
lamps were run at a voltage of 1.9 kV. A gain of 2, per pass, was achieved for this
lamp energy.
The output of the regenerative amplifier was up-collimated by a factor of 3 in
order to fill the 9 rnm rod. A third Pockels cell, PC3. is used to isolate the first
amplifier stage from the second, in the same way that PC2 isolates the fibre from the
first amplifier.
The second cavity was comprised of two flat 100% reflecting mirrors, with a
1:1 collimating spatial filter in the centre. The gain medium was placed between one
end mirror and the spatial filter, and the quarter-wave plate, polarizers and a fourth
Pockels cell, PC4, were placed at the other end of the cavity. The cavity length was
approximately 2 m. The pulses were trapped in the second cavity in the same manneras in the first cavity. The timing of Pockels cells, PC3 and PC4, were all triggered by
the cavity dumping trigger, and delayed to coincide with the arrival of the pulses.
Krytron drivers were used to apply thehigh voltage, to the Pockels cells, PC3 and
PC4. because of the availability of Krytron drivers, and the fact that the repetition rate
of the amplifier, was just 0.02 Hz. The pulse was switched out after 10 roundtrips,
with an energy of 40 mJ, which is less than the saturation energy, to avoid laser
damage.
The gratings used have dimensions 59x59 mm and a damage threshold of a b u t
50 r n ~ / c mas~will be discussed later. Because of this energy limitation. the 40 mJ

. pulse was attenuated before compression to avoid damage. The compressed
pulsewidth was again measured using a streak camera and the result is shown in
Fig. 2-1 8. Again the compressed pulsewidth was limited to 2 ps.

-250

ps 4

Figurt 2 - 18. Saak camera trace of compnsstd 40 d pulse

This multipass amplifier configuration proved to have poor stability. Silicate
glass suffers from strong thermal f e u s i n g and birefringence. Although we used a
large pinhole ( 0.5 mm which was 10 times the Airy disc ), the beam continually

w a l k 4 off.
The second stage was then changed to a short, 4 pass system.

This

configuration is shown in Fig. 2-19. The pulse first passes through a polarizer and
Pockels cell in the OKstate, then a second polarizer. The polarization is then convened
to circular, by a quarter-wave plate. The pulse then makes one pass through the
amplifying medium and is rtflccted by a 100%. flat minor that is placed directly after
the amplifier. After the second pass through the amplifier. the polarization is rotated
to S-polarization by the second pass of the U4 plate. The pulse is reflected off the

second polarizer to a 100%. flat mirror. The pulse is retroreflected and makes another
double pass of the amplifier. The polarization is rotated to P-polarization by the
double pass of the V4 plate, and the pulse passes through the stcond polarizer and
Pockels cell. The half-wave voltage is applied to the Pockels cell in time to coincide
with the reflected pulse. The polarization is again rotated by the Pockels cell, to
S-polarization and the pulse reflects off the first polarizer. This amplifier produced 100

mJ pulses for a lamp energy of 725 J at a repetition rate, of 2 pulses per minute.

11. E. 3.

1 Joule Amplification

A double pass through a third amplifier was made, to bring the energy to the

Joule level. The amplifier used was a Quantel SF320, which uses four xenon
flashlamps to pump the d.The gain medium was again a silicate glass rod, 16 rnrn
in diameter and 26 cm long. The flashlamps were pumped at a voltage of 2 kV, to

deliver a lamp energy of 96 kJ. The double pass gain, for this lamp energy was 13.
Due to thermal loading of the rod, at this energy, the amplifier could only be fired once
a minute. At the output of the third stage, the pulse energy was 1.3 J.
Again the amplified pulses were atrenuated before compression and measured
with a streak camera. The result, shown in Fig. 20, was once again a streak camera
limited pulsewidth of 2 ps. Although, the pulse energy was not one Joule at the output
of the compressor. this result showed that a chirped pulse could be amplified over 9
orders of magnitude from the nl to the J level and be compressed to a two picosecond
pulsewidth.20

Figure 2 - 20. Streak camera trace of a 1.3 J. 2 ps pulse

11. E. 4.

Nd:YLF I phosphate glass

Most large glass laser systems use phosphate glass rather than silicate glass
because of its superior thermal properties. However, phosphate glass amplifiers
cannot be used in conjunction with Nd:YAG oscillators because of the wavelength
mismatch of 10 nm, and CW mode-locked glass lasers do not produce sufficient
power, to be compressed by fibre compression techniques. The lasing wavelength of
Nd:YLF matches that of phosphate glass amplifiers exactly and can therefore be used

as the oscillator for a phosphate glass system. At the Laboratory for Laser Energetics,
a CW mode-locked Nd:YLF laser was developed which produces 50 ps pulses at 100

MHz with 1 W of average power.21

Nd:YLF oscillators can produce shoner

mode-locked pulsewidths than Nd:YAG lasers because of the larger linewidth of 1.35
nm rather than 0.45 nm and so can produce shorter compressed pulses.
The oscillator of our CPA system was therefore switched to a Nd:YLF laser and
the silicate glass rods in the amplifiers were replaced with phosphate glass (Kigre

Q-98) rods, with a doping concentration of 6%. The schematic of this CPA system is
shown in Fig. 2-21. To achieve even shorter pulsewidths than 5 0 ps, the mode-locker
was run at the double harmonic frequency of 100

Pulsewidths as short as

30 ps were achieved, but the pulsewidth stability was poor. To have optimum
stability the mode-locker was aligned such that the pulsewidth remained at 50 ps. To
further improve the stability of the compressed pulsewidths, a mode-locker stabilizer
was implemented. It varies the R F power to the modulator, to maintain a constant
temperature and thereby keep the quartz crystal in resonance with the modulating
frequency.
A 1.3 km length of fibre was used to stretch the pulsewidth to 300 ps and the

bandwidth to 4.0 nm . The backward Rayleigh scattered light from the fibre, coupled
back into this oscillator and disturbed the mode-locking. In order to isolate the
oscillator from the back scattered light, a Fanday isolator was placed between the fibre
and oscillator. The CW pulses were then compressed by a double pass of a double
grating compressor. Again the grating constant was 1700 Vmrn and the gratings were
used in a near Littrow configuration. T o compensate for the frequency chirp of 4.0 nm
over a 300 ps pulsewidth, the gratings were placed
pulsewidth was 1.0 ps.

- 5 0 cm apart.

The compressed

A kinematic mount with a 45' mirror, was placed before the compressor, to
reflect the light into a second short fibre, which transports the stretched pulses to the
room with the amplifiers. The amplification system was basically the same.A Faraday
isolator was used to isolate the fibre from the amplified pulse that leaked through the
Pockels cell switch-out, rather than the 45' mirror. The phosphate glass exhibited
higher gain so the 7 mm and 9 rnm amplifiers were run at lower energies : 30 J and
200 J respectively. The pulse energy from the regenerative amplifier was kept at 2 mJ
to avoid laser damage of the KD*P Pockels cell. Also, an energy level of 1 J could be
achieved in a single pass of the 16 mm amplifier. Thermal focusing was greatly
reduced so that we could run at higher repetition rates. The 100 mJ amplifier could
run at 0.1 Hz and the 1 Joule system could operate 2 shots per minute.
The gratings were 80 by 110 rnm2 in dimension. The separation of the gratings
was

- 2 m. The grating compressor was used in a single pass configuration so that the

beam diameter could be increased 'to fill the entire grating and allow an energy of
0.6 J. The single pass efficiency was 85% to yield a 0.5 J pulse. A single shot
autoconelator was used t? measure the amplified and compressed pulse.23 The result
is depicted i n Fig. 2-22. The temporal profile most closely matches a Lorentzian
profile with con-elation width of 1.4 ps, which corresponds to 0.7 ps pulse duration.

Figure 2 - 22. Autocorrelation of 0.5 J compressed pulse - Correlation width = 1.4 ps

11. E. 5.

Grating Expansion

The dispersion of a grating pair has been considered in the previous sections to
be linear and so capable of perfectly compressing a linearly chirped pulse. The

dispersion of a grating pair i s only linear to a first order approximation . For either
large bandwidths or large compression ratios the third order term in the phase delay of
the grating pair becomes significant and the compressed pulse is left with a residual
quadratic phase distortion. T h e group time delay for a pair of parallel ~ a t i n g can
s be
expanded in a Taylor series, which to second order is given by:
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where h = ho + Ah, is the wavelength, ho is the central wavelength, c is the speed of
light, L is the distance between the gratings, m is the diffraction order. d is the groove
spacing, and 8 is the diffracted angle. The grating spacing of the compressor is
,
the pulse with a
adjusted such that the frequency chirp is compensated by T ~leaving

group time delay of

T*.

The ratio of the second order term to the first order term is

then:

The quadratic term grows linearly with the compression factor given by

TI.

Also the

second order group delay increases with bandwidth. When the gratings of the CPA
system are set to compress a 300 ps pulse, with a 3.0 nm bandwidlh, the pulse is left
with a quadratic time delay of approximately 10 ps. This value is already large and
certainly the pulse cannot be stretched further in a fibre to allow the amplification of
1 ns pulses. The quadratic term therefore limits the compression factor and the

ultimate pulsewidth by limiting the bandwidth.
It has been shown that for shon pulse dye laser systems, prisms can be used to
.

compensate for the second order group delay of the gratings and add zero first
order.'

This form of solution is not practical for the 50 ps pulses from the Nd:YLF

laser because it would require exceedingly large distances between the prisms.

Martinez has shown theorttically that gratings in an antiparallel configuration, can give
positive group dispersion and that all orders of group time delay can be compensated
by a pair of parallel gratings.24 Pessot and co-workers showed this experimentally.
by expanding a 100 fs dye laser pulse 1OOO times to a duration of 100 ps and then
recompressing it back to 100 fs, with a grating expander and a grating compressor.25
By using grating expanders rather than fibre expanders, the pulse can be
stretched over several orders of magnitude and be recompressed to their original
pulsewidth. Fibres are required, however, to generate larger bandwidths by SPM, in
order to produce shorter compressed pulsewidths than the original width. Also, the
fibre must be long enough to generate the required GVD, necessary to have a linear
chirp across the pulse duration. For larger expansion ratios a grating expander should
be used, Maine showed that the pulse could be stretched to 1 ns, then amplified to the

2 mJ level and rccompressed to 0.8 ps.26 In order to have a I ns pulse duration for
efficient amplification, both an 800 m length of fibre and a grating expander,
comprised of two antiparallel gratings and a 1: 1 collimating telescope were used. The
combined action of the SPM and GVD of the fibre produced a 3.0 nm bandwidth over
a 150 ps pulsewidth. The gratings again had a grating constant of 1700 Vmm.and

were placed within the focal planes of the lenses of the telescope. T h e separation of
the gratings was

- 3 m.

Four passes were made to stretch the 150 p s pulse to 1 ns.

The configuration is shown in Fig. 2-23. The grating expander was placed after the
short fibre that brought the 150 ps pulses from the other room. The 1 ns pulses were
injected into the regenerative amplifier as they were before. A double pass of the
grating compressor was made to compress the pulses to the 0.8 ps duration.
Since the 0.5 J pulse could only be compressed with the available gratings in a
single pass configuration,they were not wide enough to handle the dispersion required
to compress a 1 ns pulse to 1 ps duration. The expander was changed to a double pass

configuration. which stretched
compression gratings was set to

the pulse to 500 ps.

The separation of the

- 2.5 m to achieve a compressed pulsewidth of 1 ps.

11. E. 6. Grating Damage Threshold

The gratings used in the present compression system are gold coated
holographic gratings. The damage threshold of these gratings is the limitation on the
energy that is achievable, with this type of amplifier system. Two different damage
tests were performed on these at the Laboratory of Laser Energetics. The first test
used a well characterized 0.8 ns, 1 J Nd:glass laser system. The beam profile is
measured with a 256 x 256 pixel CID camera. The grating was moved after each laser
shot. The damage sight was photographed. with a field of view of 600 x 800 pm,
before and after the shot. This test showed that for a laser flux of more than 100
ml/cm2, the gold coating would damage if there was a micron sized scratch present at
the spot previous to the laser shot.
The second test used the CPA laser system to generate 1 ps, 100 mJ pulses, to
determine if the damage threshold was pulsewidth dependent. Again the threshold
flux was 50 -100 d / c m 2 . The spot size could only be determined to a within a factor
of two, which lead to the error in the flux measurement.
Dichromated gelatin holographic gratings were also damage tested in the same
manner. The damage threshold flux was found to be 1 l/cm2. which is better than the
gold coating by an order of magnitude. To date, dichromated gelatin gratings have not
been made to have the high dispersion and energy efficiency at a wavelength of
1.05 pm, that is required for a CPA laser system.
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CHAPTER III

MULTI-PHOTON IONIZATION EXPERIMENTS

Multi-photon ionization has been studied extensively in the past twenty years.
Some of the experiments were mentioned in Chapter 1. In particular, the Saclay
group1 has thoroughly studied multi-photon ionization at a wavelength of 1.W pm,
over an intensity range of 1011 to loi5 w/cm2. At an intensity of 1 x 1 0 w
~ /~c m 2 ,
maximum charge states of ~ e ~Ne2+,
+ . /4r3+, ~ r ~and
+ xe4+
,
were observed. One
of the early experiments studied the effect of laser coherence on the ionization rate.2 It
was observed that multi-mode lasers created a higher ionization rate than single mode
lasers. This increase was amibuted to the modes beating and creating peaks of higher
intensities than the average measured intensity. The role of wavelength was studied
by comparing the i n f d results for xenon and neon with those obtained at the second
h a r m ~ n i c The
. ~ charge states x e 4 + and Ne2+ were created at a green intensity
approximately an order of magnitude less than in the 1R experiments. The pulse width
of a Nd:glass laser was varied between 5 and 200 ps to determine the effect of pulse
durati0n.l At 200 ps the second charge state was produced only by sequential
ionization. As the pulse width decreased, direct ionization was observed at low
intensities. At the lowest pulse duration of 5 ps, only direct ionization to the second
charge state was observed.
The CPA laser system is an ideal source to extend the near infrared experiments

- to the intensity range of lo1' w/cm2. We have measured, the relative ion yield and
recorded it as a function of laser intensity for five noble gases: helium, neon, argon,

.

krypton, and xenon.
The frequency of the laser radiation was doubled, with 25% efficiency, and the
role of wavelength was investigated by comparing the ion yields for the two different
wavelengths, for all five gases. The uncompressed pulses of the CPA laser are 200 ps
long and have the same frequency bandwidth as the 1 ps pulses. These long pulses
were used to ionize xenon atoms to determine the effect of pulse duration and
bandwidth on the multi-photon ionization process.

111. A.

Experimental Technique

A schematic of the experimental system is shown in Fig. 3- 1. The amplified
and compressed pulses are focused into a vacuum chamber by a 20 cm focal length
lens. The beam diameter was 5 cm resulting in effective f13 focusing. The lens was
placed directly before the input window of the interaction chamber. The experimental
configuration of the interaction chamber is shown i n Fig. 3-2. A six inch liquid
nitrogen trapped diffusion pump was used to pump the interaction chamber to a
background pressure of

- l x 1 0 - ~Torr. The air intake line was connected to a N2 gas

line, so that the chamber was never vented to room air. The gas bottles were
connected to the chamber by a two foot length of 5/8 inch stainless steel pipe, isolated
from the chamber by means of a leak valve. To minimize the contaminants in the pipe,
it was baked out overnight. In order to have a continuous leak of gas into the
chamber. the pipe was initially filled with the gas with the leak valve closed. The gas
bottle valve was then closed and the leak valve opened. In order to flush out
contaminants from the chamber, the gas was introduced to the chamber to an excessive
pressure of greater than lo4 Torr. The gas was then pumped down to a prrssure of

Computer

-
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Channel
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5420 1A

4

Time-Of-Flight
Drift Tube

1

Leak Valve

Gas Bottle

Figure 3 - 2. Interaction chamber configuration

2.1Input
Window

either 1 x 1 0 - ~or 1 x 1 0 - ~Torr for the experiment. The pressure was measured by an
ionization gauge, corrected for each gas species using the calibration curve given for
the gauge. The laser beam enters the chamber through a 2" AR coated window and
exits the chamber through a second uncoated window. An exit window is used so that
the intense beam does not interact with a surface and create background ions.
A Time-of-Flight

(TOF)ion spectrometer was used to measure the different ion

species produced by the interaction of the radiation with the atoms. Two copper discs,
two inches in diameter were placed on either side of the interaction volume, 5 cm
apart. In the centre of one disc there was a 5 mm hole, with 100 pm copper mesh
across it. The disc with the mesh was grounded while a voltage of 2000 V was
applied to the other disc, in order to accelerate the ions out of the interaction region
(focal volume), towards the drift tube. A third grounded disc with a similar 5 rnm hole
with wire mesh across it was placed 2 cm down the drift tube from the first grid. This
second grid acted as a stop for any ions that might be generated in any region other
than the interaction region. After passing through the first grid,the ions travelled freely
down a 25 cm long grounded copper tube. At the end of the drift tube the ions were
detected by an 18 mrn, Comstock Microchannel Plate (MCP). A second MCP plate is
used in chevron configuration. The MCP is operated at the maximum voltage of 2 kV,
which gives a signal gain of

- lo6 e-/ion.

The signal from the MCP is digitized and

displayed by a HP54201A digitizing oscilloscope, which has a temporal resolution of
20 ns. This resolution is sufficient to distinguish the different charge states up to
x e 1 3 + , but not resolve the individual isotopes o f the higher charge states. The
digitized signal is stored in a computer, which integrates the different peaks to give the
relative ion signals.
The laser intensity was varied by changing the pulse energy and keeping the

spot size and pulse width constant. The energy was varied by rotating a half-wave
plate placed before the first polarizer of the second amplifier stage.

The energy

changed by over two orders of magnitude without reducing the contrast of pulse to
prepulse. The pulse energy was reduced by rotating a wave plate rather than varying
the lamp energy o f the amplifiers, so that the thermal loading of the gain medium
remains constant Thennal loading causes temperature gradients, which create index
variations across'the d.The index variations cause birefringence and lens effects in
the laser rod and so a change in the thermal loading causes a change in the polarization
and collimation of the beam. The difference in collimation leads to a change in the
focal spot size and a birefringence variation will alter the contrast of the main pulse to
prepulses. By varying the energy without changing the thermal loading on the
amplifiers, the spot size and contrast remains constant
The pulse energy is measured for every laser shot. A wedge was placed in the
beam after the grating compressor to reflect 4% of the light. The reflected beam was
focused onto a calorimeter, (Laser Precision Rj-7200).such that the entire beam area
was incident on the detector surface. The maximum energy that can be deposited on
the calorimeter is 2 mJ, so that calibrated neunal density filters were placed before the
detector, for the high energy shots. The monitor was calibrated by comparing the
average of ten shots as measured by the monitor and that measured directly before the
input window. The energy fluctuated by f 6% leading to a calibration error of 2.5 %.
The laser energy was then corrected for the losses of the window, which was
measured by a specuophotometer to be 25% for the f i s t window used in the
experiments. This window was replaced with one that had 10% losses. The

- transmission of the windows were also measured with the CPA laser to ensure the
losses were the same at high power.

The relative intensities had to be measured for each laser shot because the pulse
width fluctuated 20%. A second wedge was used to reflect 4% of the energy which
was then frequency doubled. The frequency doubled light was monitored for every
laser shot and compared to the 1.05 pm energy to determine the relative intensities of
every shot.5 The power of the green pulses is proportional to the square of the IR
power. The detector measures the integrated green signal, which is proportional to the
product of the energy and the power of the IR signal. The relative power of the IR
pulse is given by the integrated green signal divided by the IR energy. The green
energy was plotted as a function of the IR energy to verify that the green energy was
proportional to the square of the IR energy, which indicates that the doubling crystal
was not run at a saturation level. An example is shown in Fig. 3-3. The slope
indicates that the green energy was a function of the IR energy to the power of
2.05 f .05. The plot also shows the pulse width stability. The relative pulse

durations were not measured for the green experiments. The green pulse width was
approximated as the average pulse width for the IR experiments.

log [IR energv] (arb. units)
Figure 3 - 3. Plot of green energy as a function of IR energy

111. B

Intensity Determination

A critical and difficult aspect of these experiments is the determination of the

intensity profile. The autocorrelation of the CPA laser pulse, shown below, is besr
characterized by a Lorentzian profile and the spatial beam profile is best described by a
Gaussian profile. The CPA technique keeps the peak power in the amplifiers low so
that nonlinear effects do not occur and after the compressor, the intense beam does not
pass through enough glass to cause self-focusing. The focusing of the beam should
therefore be constant throughout the duration of the pulse and so the spatial and
temporal components are assumed to be separable. The intensity distribution of the
laser pulse at the focus can then be represented as:

1 (rz,t) = I, F (r.2) T(t),

(3 - la)

where

( 3 - lb)

is the Gaussian spatial distribution, where X is the central wavelength, z is the distance
along the optical axis from focus, coo is the beam radius at the l/e2 intensity points and

r is the radial distance and

(3 - lc)

is the brentzian temporal profile. The peak intensity is given by;
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(3 - ld)

where

is the average pulse width and

is the focal spot area measured at the l/e2 intensity points.
The pulse width is measured using a single shot autocorrelator. The correlation
is shown in Fig. 3-4. The pulse shape is fit with a Lorentzian profile, with a
correlation width, (FWHM), of 1.4 f 0.3 ps, which corresponds to a pulse width of

0.7 f 0.2 ps.

-+
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.
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~

~

Figure 3 - 4. Autocorrelation of pulse profile. The solid line is a best fit Lorentzian
profile.

Since ionization has bcen observed at intensity levels of lo1 w/cm2, the
temporal profile must be measured over several orders of magnitude, for pulses with
peak intensities in the 1017w/cm2 range. The temporal profile of the laser pulse used

in these experiments was measured over 5 orders of magnitude, using a thud order
correlation technique.6 The cornlation is shorn in Fig. 3-5. It shows a 1 ps pulse
superimposed on a 200 ps background pulse which is three orders of magnitude less
intense. Therefore when the pulse is focused to give intensities in the 1017w/cm2
range, a pulse of 1014w/cm2 intensity precedes it by 100 ps. The energy in the
background pedestal was measured to be 10% of the measured energy.

Time @s)
Figure 3 -5. Thud order correlation of temporal profile.
There was also a secondary pulse from the regenerative amplifier occurring

- 700ps after the main pulse that had an energy equal to - 65% of the main pulse. A
streak camera trace of the two pulses is shown in Fig. 3-6. The secondary pulse exists

because the entire mode-locked pulse train from the oscillator is injected into the
regenerative amplifier and the cavity lengths are mismatched by

- 700 ps. The Pockels

cell is not fast enough to isolate the primary pulse. This secondary pulse could be
eliminated, by using a Pockels cell switch out to isolate one pulse from the
mode-locked train for injection into the regenerative amplifier.
As is later discussed in Chapter IV,the ion yield is equivalent for long and
shon pulses with the same intensity and the production of a charge state is dependent
only on the peak intensity. Although the second pulse arrives at the interaction region
before the ion has escaped, it should not cause ionization to a higher charge state,
because the second pulse has a lower intensity than the first pulse. If the energy is
corrected to account for the second pulse and background pedestal, the energy in the
main pulse is 60 % of the measured energy.

1730 psi

Figure 3-6. Streak camera trace of two pulses at the output of the compressor

In order to measure the focal spot, the chamber was removed and the input
window was placed in the beam at the same position, so that the beam was transmitted
through the same optics. The focal spot was imaged by a 40x microscope objective
onto film. The density of the image on the film was digitized to measure the beam
profile. The spot size was measured for both low and high energy pulses in the
amplifiers to ensure that there was no effect from self-focusing in the gain medium.
The energy was reduced with ND filters after the amplifiers, to avoid air breakdown
and protect the imaging optics. The presence of self-focusing of the high power
pulses in the final optics was then not measured. After the gratings, the pulses pass

- 4 cm of glass (ie. two wedges, the lens and the vacuum window). At the
intensity of the compressed, unfocused beam ( - 10lo w/cm2) and a 4 cm length of

through

glass the value of the B integral is -2, which should lead to insignificant self-focusing.
It should also be mentioned that the dispersion in 4 cm of glass would lead to a
temporal spread of only 0.01 ps for the 2 nm bandwidth. The spot size was measured
for the uncompressed as well as the compressed pulses and the green spot size was
measured.
The densitometer traces of the IR spot size measurements are shown in Fig. 3-7.
The beam profile of the uncompressed pulses shows the focal spot size to be
7.8 f 0.6 pm in diameter, at the l/e2 intensity points, which is 1.5 times the
diffraction limit. The compressed pulses on the other hand had an elliptical focused
beam shape. This ellipticity is a result of using the gratings in a single pass
configuration.

When the compressor is used in this configuration, imperfect

collimation and an incidence angle different from the Littrow condition causes
astigmatism of the beam.76 The spot size of the compressed pulses was
13.7 f 0.5 prn for the minor axis and 35 f 2 pm along the major axis at the l/e2
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intensity points. The spot size of the green beam was 10 f 1 pm for the minor axis

+

and 18 2 pm along the major axis at the l/e2 intensity points. The error in the spot
size was determined by taking three cuts across the profile in each direction and
comparing the diameters.
The largest source of absolute error in the iniensity measurement occurs
because the spot size was only measured once, afier all the ionization yields were
measured As was discussed a b v e , the ellipticity of the beam at focus depends on the
alignment of the gratings. The gratings were realigned on a daily basis and so the spot
size could have varied. An estimate of the error can be determined by comparing the
ionization yields measured for xenon at low and high pressure. The difference in the
pressure was an order of magnitude and so the ion yield of the low pressure xenon
must be increased by a factor of ten to make the comparison. The ion curves for the
different charge states overlap when the estimated intensity of the low pressure
experiment is reduced by three. This indicates that the intensity measurement is only
accurate to a factor of three. Similar comparisons of ion yields, measured at different
times, showed that the measured intensities were typically within a factor of two. The
dependence on the alignment of the gratings could be eliminated in the future by using

a double pass of the gratings. The astigmatism due to poor alignment is cancelled in
the second pass of the parings. In future experiments, the relative spot size could also
be monitored by measuring the focal spot size of a reflected fraction of the beam using

a second lens.
The other source of error in the ion yield curves is that of the detector noise.
This noise was measured by integrating the signal over a time interval where no ion
peak existed, with a duration comparable to the width of an ion peak. The noise was

measured to be approximately 25 units of the ion yield curves. Much of the detector

noise was subtracted out by measuring the noise adjacent to the peak and subtracting
the noise from the signal.

111. C Time of Flight Spectra

Typical TOF spectra are shown in Fig. 3-8, for the highest intensity levels at
1.053 pm, for each of the five noble gases. The time of arrival, t, for the various ions
is given by the following expression ( neglecting the very short flight times in the
accelerating regions, before the grid and MCP):

where V is the extraction voltage at the interaction region, L is the length of the drift
tube, m is the ion mass, and q is the ion charge.
Since, the exact voltage at the interaction region and distance to the detector is
not known, the time of arrival of the peaks are measured relative to the flight time of a
known ion species, typically H+, which comes from ionization of impurities in the
vacuum system.l The relative time of arrival identifies the various peaks by the
relative charge to mass ratio. This identification can lead to some ambiguity because
+ , common charge to mass ratios and
different ions, such as H2+ and ~ e ~have
' ~ several impurities
although the background pressure was reduced to 1 . 2 ~ 1 0 Ton,
still existed in the chamber.

The most common impurities were nitrogen,

hydrocarbons. oxygen and water. The identification of ~

e was
~ done
+ by measuring

the pressure dependence of the peak height. The TOF spectra for He at high and low
pressure are shown in Fig. 3-8a and 3-8b, respectively. The peak increased with

0

1

2

3

4

Time Of Flight (ps)

Figure 3 - 8. TOF spectra of Helium at (a) low pressure and (b) high pressure

Time Of Flight US)

Time Of Flight (ps)

Figure 3 - 8. TOF spectra of (c) Neon and (d) Argon

helium pressure, indicating that it was indeed a helium ion.
The position of the peaks of the TOF spectra were also altered by space charge
effects, making identification even more difficult. The space charge effect can be
estimated by considering all the atoms in the interaction volume to be ionized to the
first charge state. At a pressure of

T, the elecmc field generated by the ions

could account for an approximate 3% shift in the arrival time. The peaks were
identified as the ions which had the corresponding closest expected time of arrival. An
example of this identification is given in Table 3- 1, for the TOF spectrum of xenon
gas, shown in Fig. 3-9. The table lists the different peak times and gives the identified
ions with the % e m r of the measured to the calculated time of flight.

2.5

2.8

3.1

Time of Flight

3.4

3.7

(ps)

F i p 3-9. TOF spectrum of xenon showing the maximum charge state, x e l 2+

Peak

Position (ps)

Ion

Expected Position
Using H+ as
the Reference (ps)

Largest % Error
with Respect to
Expected Position

Table 3 - 1. Identification of peaks of TOF spccuum of Fig. 3-9

The TOF spectra shown in Fig. 3-9 shows the xenon charge states of 7+ and
higher. A charge state of xe12+ can be identified in this specmm. Charge states
above xe9+ occurred only for a few shots. The higher charge states may be a result
of hot spots occurring in the beam yielding higher intensities then measured.

111. D

Intensity Dependence

The ion yields for the various charge states of the noble gases are plotted as a
function of intensity on a logarithmic scale. A moving point average was used because
only 200 shots are made for each run. The experimental points were arranged in order
of increasing intensity and each point was averaged with the three succeeding points.
These averaged results were then plotted.

111. D. 1 IR \Vavelength Interaction

The ion yield was measured for the interaction of 1.053 pm radiation with the
five noble gases over an intensity range of 1 x 1 0 -~6x1016
~
w/cm2. The ion yields as
a function of intensity are shown in Fig. 3-10. The ionization of xenon was measured
for two different gas pressures of 1 x 1 0 - ~and 1 x 1 0 - ~Tom in order to determine the
effects of detector saturation. The two ion yields are overlaid, in Fig. 3-10a, h!,
increasing the ion yield of the low pressure results by an order of magnitude to account
for the pressure difference. As was discussed previously. the estimated intensity of
the low pressure run had to be reduced by three to have the curves overlap. The ion
yields for the other four gases shown in Fig. 3-10 are for high pressure without
correcting for the detector saturation.

Intensity ( x 1015w/crn2 )

Figure 3 -103. Ion yield as a function of 1R intensity for xenon. Low
and high pressure data overlaid

Figure 3 -lOb. Ion yield as a function of IR inrcnsiry for krypton

IS

2

Intcnsiry ( x 10 W/cm )

Figure 3 -10c. Ion yield as a function of R intensity for argon

Intensity ( x 10" wkrn2 )

Figure 3 -1Od. Ion yield as a function of IR intensity for neon

Intensity ( x loi5 w/cm2 )

Figurc 3 -I&.

Ion yield as a function of IR intensity for helium

111. D. 2 Green Wavelength Interaction

In order to measure the wavelength dependence of creating high charge states,
the ion yield as a function of intensity at 0.53 pm was measured for the five noble
gases. The doubling efficiency wtas 25%, resulting in a maximum green intensity of
3 x 1016 w/cm2. The ion yields as a function of in~ensityfor the green wavelength
are shown in Fig. 3-1 1. Figure 3- 1 1a shows a combined plot of two runs for xenon.
The other plots are for single runs.
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111. D. 3 Long Pulse Interactions

The CPA laser offers the unique possibility of measuring the effect of
bandwidth and pulse duration, independently. The pulse width can be altered simply
by changing the spacing of the gratings. The bandwidth can be varied in one of two
ways. The fust would be to use interference filters with different bandwidths. The
second method would be to apenure the beam after a single pass of the gratings where
the spectral frequencies are mapped onto space. At present, the effect of pulse
duration has been measured at only the two extremes of the pulse width. The
ionization yield produced by the compressed pulse is compared to the ion yield
produced by the interaction of the uncompressed pulse. The duration of the
uncompressed pulse was measured using a streak camera. The streak camera trace is
shown in Fig. 3-1 2.

+go

P"+

Figure 3-12. S a a k camera trace of uncompresscd pulse.

The pulse is nearly rectangular in shape and has a duration of approximately 200 ps.
The specaal bandwid~his reduced to approximately half the initial bandwidth of 4 nm
by gain narrowing in the Nd:glass amplifiers. The frequency spectrum is mapped onto
the temporal profile so that as the bandwidth is reduced, the pulse duration also
decreases. The fluctuations in the measured profile are mainly d u e to streak camera
noise, but the temporal profile will be modulated as the frequency spectrum from
SPM.
The long pulses have a large bandwidth of

- 2.0 nm and are therefore far from

transform limited pulses. The uncompressed pulses yielded different results from the
Saclay 20 ps transform limited pulse experiments. However, the uncompressed
pulses are comparable to the background pedestal of the compressed pulse and so the
effect of the pedestal on the ionization process can be determined by measuring the
ionization created by the 200 ps uncompressed pulse. The multi-photon ionization rate
was measured for the interaction of these long pulses with xenon gas at a pressure of
1x

Torr. This ion

as a function of the intensity is shown in Fig. 3- 13.

At the maximum compressed pulse intensity, of 6x1016 w/crn2, the intensity of
the background pedestal was 6x10'~w/cm2. Figure 3-12 shows that at this intensity,
the neutral atoms are not ionized with the 200 ps pulses, which indicates that the
pedestal had no effect on the ionization process.

1s

2

Intensity ( x 10 W/cm )

Figure 3-13. Ion yield as a function of 200 ps pulse intensity.
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CHAPTER IV

DISCUSSION OF MPI RESULTS

In this chapter, the features of the ion curves presented in Chapter 111 are
discussed. The multi-photon ionization results measured with the CPA laser are
compared to results obtained at the same wavelengths by the Saclay g ~ o u ~ . ~ y ~ * ~ * ~
Finally the experimental results are compared to a Keldysh theory that has been
modified by SzBke. to account for the Coulomb potential.5 The following discussion
points out the large discrepancies that exist between the different experiments and
between the experiments and the present theory. The discrepancies cannot be
explained at present. More extensive .experimentation and a better theoretical model are
still needed to fully understand the multi-photon ionization process.

1V. A

Ion Yield ~ u ~ v e s

The experimental curves have much smaller slopes in the saturation region than
the predicted value of 3/2 and in many cases the curves roll over. In order to
distinguish between the saturation due to the depletion of the charge state in the
interaction volume and the saturation of the detector the ionization of xenon was
measured at b t h low and high pressure. Only the detector saturation is pressure
dependent. The low pressure xenon curve does not roll over, indicating that the roll
over is due to the detector saturation. The detector saturates such that the total number
of measured ions is a constant. The higher charge states anive at the detector first and

saturate it at high intensities and so the detector cannot detect all the ions in the lower
charge states. Even at the lower pressure only the saturation of the third charge state
approaches the

~~nlimit, predicted in the thmry.

The lower slopes of the fvst two

charge states are most likely still due to detector saturation. The saturation will deviate
slightly from the 13n limit because the beam deviated from a Gaussian profile due to
the astigmatism of the beam.
The ion yield curves show consistently higher saturation intensities than the
Saclay results at the same ~ a v e l e n ~ t h s . l *The
~ *saturation
~*~
intensity is defined here
as the point where the slope of the curve at low intensity intersects the slope of the
curve at high intensity. Saturation intensities for the first charge state of He, Ne, Ar,
Kr and Xe, for the IR plots shown in Fig. 3-10 are 3, 2, 1, 0.8, and 0.8 x 1015
w/crn2 and 3.4, 1, 2, and 1 x 10IS w/cm2 for the green curves shown in Fig. 3-1 1,
respectively. The roll over in the green experimental curves are most likely due to
. .

.

detector saturation and so the saturation intensities may be higher than measured.
As was discussed in Chapter I, the appearance of the second charge state before
the saturation of the first charge state is an indication that the second charge state was
produced as a result of direct ionization from the ground state. Direct ionization was
observed in the four heavier gases with IR and in Xe, &,and Ne with green radiation.
~

e was~ produced
+
only by sequential ionization for both utavelengths as upaslCr2+

ionized with green radiation. The second charge state of xenon resulted from direct
ionization with the long 200 ps pulses as it had with the 1 ps pulses. Direct ionization
from the first charge state to the thud charge state was also observed in the four
heavier noble gases, for both 1R and green radiation. There was no evidence of direct
ionization from the ground state to the third charge state in any of the noble gases.
- That is, the thud charge state always appeared at a higher intensity than the saturation

intensity of the fmt charge state.

In the curves of the second charge states, inflection points occur at the saturation
intensity of the first charge state, in the four heavier species with IR, and in xenon,
argon and neon with green radiation. The inflection point is considered the intensity
that the ionization process switches from direct to sequential. The appearance of the
second steep slope in Ar and Ne in the 1R is reduced by detector saturation. With IR
radiation. ~

e was
~ produced
+
only by sequential ionization whereas ~

e and~ ~ + r

occurred mostly by direct ionization and the two heaviest species ionized to the second
charge state by both processes equally. With green radiation. ~
produced by sequential ionization. ~

e and~ K?+
+ were

e was
~ generated
+
totally by direct ionization and

Xe and Ar were ionized to the second charge state by a combination of direct and
sequential ionization.
The inflection points can be seen more clearly if the data points are replaced with
best f i t lines. The experimental ion yield curves for Kr with IR radiation are again
shown in Fig. 4-1, where best fit lines are given to represent the data. The inflection
point of the second charge state is at the saturation intensity of the first charge state.
The number of data points is insufficient to resolve any inflection points that may
occur on ion yields of the higher charge states.
Perry et al.6 give two other explanations for the inflection points on the cunfes
of the ionization rates. One reason given is that there are hot spots in the beam, which
have higher intensities than the average intensity. The ionization rate would saturate i n
the region of the hot spot at the saturation intensity and lead to the inflection point.
The curve would continue to rise as the ionization is not saturated over the entire beam.
Unlike inflection points due to the ionization process switching from direct to
sequential, inflection points due to hot spots would be random, with no correlation to

- the saturation of the fmt charge state.

~

+

O

O

"I,

.I0

'Figure 4 - 1. Ion yield curves of Kr with IR radiation. The data points are
rcprtsented by best fit lines.

The second explanation is that of channel closing. Channel closing is a result of
the intensity increasing to the point that the ponderomotive potential is increased by
one photon of energy. The number of photons required for ionization would then
increase by one causing the ionization rate to decrease. The ionization rate would
increase again at the intensity where the N + 1 photon rate equaled the N photon rate.
Fig. 4-2 shows the ionization rate of a xenon atom to the fmt charge state, determined
by the Keldysh formula7** The theoretical curve shows the inflection points due to
channel closing, whcih are very small perturbations on the curve. The intensity width
of the theoretical inflection points is smaller than the intensity fluctuations of the data
so the effects of channel closing are too small to be detected in the data. The theory
assumed a monochromatic field. For the case of broad bandwidths, the inflection
points due to channel closing would be reduced because the channels would close at
different intensities for the different wavelengths.
Inflection points occur in the first charge states in both the CPA experiments and
the dye experiments of Peny and coworkers. The inflection points do not coincide in
the two different experiments, indicating that they are most likely due to spatial
inhomogeneities. Inflection points also occur in the the CPA experiments because of
detector noise, which was shown to be on the order of 2.5 units of the ion yield
curves.

Figure 4 - 2. Ion yield of ~ e as+ a function of intensity determined by the Keldysh
farmula

The ion yields of xenon with the long 200 ps pulses given in Fig. 3-13 and the
short 1 ps pulses given in Fig. 3-10a, show that the ionization process is independent
of pulse duration if the bandwidth is the same. The first and second charge states
occurred at the same intensities for the 1 and 200 ps pulses. The maximum intensity
of the long pulses was less than the saturation intensity of the first charge state so that
the saturation intensity could not be identified. The second charge state occurred due
to direct ionization from the neutral atom just as it had with the short pulses at
intensities less than the saturation intensity of the first charge state.

IV. B Z Dependence

One question that has long been debated in the field of multi-photon ionization,
is the effect of the atomic structure and, in particular, the shell structure. Perry et al.6
showed that the threshold intensities of the charge states of Kr, Ar, and Xe appeared
as a smooth function of the ionization potential up to the fourth ionization state. The
CPA experiments showed that that the smooth dependence of the threshold intensities
on the ionization potential is also valid up to the sixth charge state, for Ar and Kr, with
1.05 pm radiation. The appearance intensity of laypton and argon, as a function of
ionization potential, assuming sequential ionization, is shown in Fig. 4-3. The charge
states for both ions lie on the same curve indicating that the ionization process is more
dependent on the ionization potential than the atomic weight or specific atomic
structure.He, Ne and Xe cannot be compared with these ions because the ionization
was measured under different conditions. The appearance intensity as defined here is
the intensity at which a prescribed number of ions was created. The number was
chosen to be above the noise level and well below saturation. The number is also
below any inflection points due to the ionization process switching from direct to
sequential. The intensities were measured from the ion yield curves shown i n Fig.
3-lob and 3 - 1 0 ~ .

.
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Figure 4 - 3. Appearance intensity as a function of ionization potential of the charge
state

Perry et al. considered that the smooth curve of appearance intensity as a
function of ionization potential for the individual charge states was an indication that
the ionization occurrd as a sequential process. However, if the appearance intensity
is plotted as function of the summation of the ionization potentials for the charge states
of Kr and Ar, with 1.05 pm radiation, a smooth curve is also obtained. The plot of
appearance intensities can therefore not rule out dircct ionization in the IR. This plot
for krypton and argon is shown in Fig. 4-4.

Argon
Krypton

Total Ionization Potential (eV)

Figure 4 - 4. Plot of appearance intensities for Ar and Kr as a function of sum of
ionization potentials

The effect of the shell structure can also be studied by comparing the maximum
charge state that is created at the highest intensity. Charge states up to He2+, ~ e ~ + ,
~ r ~I
+d+
, and
, xe9+ were observed routinely for the highest intensity level of

- 3 x 1016 w/cm2, with the infra red radiation.

These results are shown, as a

function of total absorbed energy required to rcach the charge state, in Fig. 4-5. These
results can be compared to the maximum charge states for 193 nm radiation as
measured by Luk et aL8 and the rcsul~sat 248 nrn as repond by ~ h o d e s The
.~
intensity levels and pulse durations are comparable for all three sets of experiments.
At 193 nm He'+, Ne2+, @,@,and xelk were observed whereas with 248 nm
+ , AH+,
radiation, higher charge states of ~ e ~Ne4+.

and xe9+ were observed.

The maximum charge state appears to be related to the ionization potential for the
gases; Ar, Kr, and Xe. The minimum energy absorbed to overcome the ionization

202 eV, assuming sequential ionization, for xenon. A higher ionization potential

would need to be reached to create the ninth charge state for argon or krypton. Shell
structure does not seem to play a role in the ionization process. In the case of xenon,
an inner 4d shell electron is removed where the final electron in the outer shell of neon

is not. In all three experiments, the ionization rate of neon did not have the same
dependence on the ionization potential as the three heavier atoms. Ionization to the
sixth charge state rquires the absorption of just 158 eV, which is less than the energy
rquired to create ~ e & assuming
,
sequential ionization.

helium

'

neon

argon

krypton

xenon

Ion

Figure 4 - 5. Maximum charge states observed at 6x1016 w/cm2 at 1.05 pm as a
function of total absorM energy

IV. C Wavelength Dependence

In the past, it was considered that atoms would be ionized easier with high
energy photons, because fewer photons were required for ionization. Luk et al.9
compared the relative abundances of the Kr charge states at an intensity of

compared the relative abundances of the Kr charge states at an intensity of

- 1014w/cm2, that they measured at 193 nm with the 1.06 pm results of the Saclay
group.l The comparison showed that the abundance of the charge states fell more
sharply for the infra red photons. The comparison does not take into account the fact
that the measurements were taken under different experimental conditions. Not only
the wavelength, but also the pulse duration was different. Since intensities cannot be
determined to better than a factor of two and the ionization rates depend strongly on the
intensity, a comparison of data taken under different conditions cannot be very
accuratc. A more accuratc wavelength comparison can be made using green and infra
red results taken with the CPA laser. A plot of appearance intensity for the first six
charge sates, as a function of ionization potential, for argon measured with the IR and
green radiation is shown in Fig. 4-6, which shows that the lower charge state ionizes
at a lower intensity for green, but the highest charge state ionizes at a lower threshold
with the infra red radiation.

Ionization Potential (eV)
Figure 4 - 6. Plot of appearance intensity for Ar with green and IR radiation

At the lower intensities where the first charge states are generated. the ionization
is most likely due to a multi-photon process. The ionization process will occur at a
lower intensity for a lower nonlinear order and so green radiation will ionize the atom
with less intensity than the IR.At the higher intensities the ponderomotive potential of
the radiation field is much stronger than the binding energy of the atom and the
ionization process is most likely due to a tunnelling effect. In the tunnelling regime,
the time it takes the electron to tunnel out of the banier is much shorter than the period
of oscillation of the electric field. The ionization p m e s s is then independent of the
frequency of the radiation in this regime. Figure 4-6 is an indication the the ionization
process which creates the higher charge states is best described by a tunnelling theory

IV. D

Comparison with Saclay Results

As was previously discussed in Chaplers I and 111, the Saclay group has
extensively studied multi-photon multiple ionization of the noble gases, in the near IR
at 1.06 pm.l and at the second harmonic frequency2*3*4with a Nd:glass laser
system. There are two differences between the Saclay and CPA experiments. The
Saclay experiments used 50 ps pulse durations at intensities between loi1 and loi5
w/cm2, whereas the CPA experiments were done with single picosecond pulses at
intensities in the 1014 to 10" w/cm2 range. The main difference in the results is that
the saturation intensities of the first charge states are much lower for the Saclay
experiments. The Saclay saturation intensities are approximately three orders of

- magnitude lower for Xe and two orders of magnitude for He and Ne with the green
radiation. With the IR radiation, the Saclay results show saturation intensities

approximately two orders of magnitude lower for the three heavier species. However,
Ne and He exhibit saturation intensities just a factor of 5 lower than the CPA
results.These results are given in Table 4- 1.

Species

Saturation Intensities ( ~ / c m * )
0.527 pm
1.053 pm
Saclay
Saclay
CPA
CPA

Xenon

8 x 1014

1.2

1013

1 x 1015

Krypton

8 x 1014

2.5 x 1013

2 x 1015

Argon

1 x 1015

3 x 1013

1 x 1015

Neon

2 x 1015

4 x 1014

4 x 1015

1 x 1013

Helium

3 x 1015

6 x 1014

3 x 1015

2 x 1013

8 x 1011

Table 4 - 1. Comparison of the CPA and Saclay saturation intensities of the fxst
charge states

As discussed in section IV. B, neon behaved differently than the three heavier
+ a, much lower ionization
noble gases. The highest charge state of neon, ~ e ~had
potential than the highest created charge states of the heavier species, Ar8+, K I - ~ +and
xe8+. The discrepancy in the CPA and Saclay results is again very different for the
heavier and the lighter gases. The ionization rates are similar for the 50 ps transform

limited pulses and the 1 ps pulses of the CPA laser only for the two lighter species, He
and Ne. The large discrepancies in the saturation intensities of the heavier species

I

cannot be accounted for by experimental error and so the large bandwidth or short
duration of the CPA pulses must have an effect on the ionization process for the
heavier atoms.
In the Saclay experiments, direct ionization to the second charge state was
observed in all five noble gases, but, there was no evidence of direct ionization to the
third charge state from the first charge state in any of the gases. In the green
experiments xe2+ was generated by a combination of direct and sequential ionization.
but, ~

e and
~ ~ + e were
~ produced
+
by sequential ionization. Ar and Kr were not

studied with green radiation. There is agreement between the two experiments, on the
ionization process to the second charge state only for He and Xe with green radiation.
This is most likely due to the difference in pulse duration and bandwidth. The Saclay
group showed that the appearance of the inflection point in xe2+ with green radiation
was a function of the pulse duration. The process continually changed from a direct to
4

sequential process as the duration increased from 5 to 200 ps. However, with the

single picosecond pulses of the CPA laser, xe2+ is a result of the combination of
direct and sequential ionization. Also, the comparison with the 200 and 1 ps CPA
pulses showed no difference in the ionization process with different pulse durations
with the same bandwidth.

IV. E

Comparison with Modified Keldgsh Theory

Two approximate theories have been developed to treat high-order multi-photon
ionization. Bebb and ~ o l dl l modifid an ordinary perturbation thcory in order to
consider intermediate multi-photon resonances in a simple way. According to

- perturbation theory, the atom is ionized by the direct one-step absorption of N photons
where Nhu exceeds the ionization potential. Penurbation theory does not consider

separately the oscillatory motion of the electron due to the radiation field.

At high

field strengths and long wavelengths the energy due to the oscillatory motion can
become comparable to the Coulomb field binding energy, and therefore may be useful
to consider explicitly in treating the ionization process.
Keldysh proposed a theory which considered the find state of the electron to be
a Volkov state. which is the state of a free electron in a radiation field.' The ionization
rate was determined by applying the Femi golden rule, with the initial state the ground
state of the atom and the final state a Volkov state. With these initial and f i n d states,
Fermi's golden rule gives the following ionization rate, W (s-I);

where A is a numerical factor on the order of unity, which is assumed to account for
the details of the atom, Vp (0) is the field-free ionization potential and

The second term in Eqn. 4-2 is the ponderomotive potential or the quiver energy
due to the elecmc field, where o is the frequency of the radiation, E is the applied
tlecmc field strength, and e and me are the charge and mass of the electron,
respectively. The Keldysh tunnelling parameter, y, is given by

.

y=o

eE

.

and S is given by the following;

fio

fio

+m

where,

and <x) denotes the integer value and <(vlp (a)1 'ho) + 1) is the minimum number
of photons required ro ionize the atom.
Keldysh showed that this formula for ionization probability would go to the
perturbation result of multi-photon ionization in the limit of y *,1 and in the opposite
limit of y 4 4 1, the expression would give the result of tunnelling ionization. In the
CPA experiments, the intensity ranged from I x 1014to 6 x 1016 w/cm2 and so the
tunnelling parameter had a value that ranged from 1 to .03. At the high intensities the
ionization process is in the tunnelling regime. In the tunnelling limit, the expression
for S simplifies to;

and the ionization probability becomes;

At present, modified Keldysh t h c o r i e ~ are
~ . the
~ ~ most widely accepted theories
to describe MPI results. The Keldysh theory can be modified by adding a finite range
potential, to account for the Coulomb field of the atom. The experimental results are
compared to a theory. which has been modified by ~ r 6 k e .Sz6ke
~
modifies the
Keldysh theory by approximating the Coulomb potential by the ionization potential.
The potential is constant with respect to the electron position. The initial state is
hydrogenic, with the appropriate ionization energy, but unmodified by the laser field.
The model gives the following formula for the ionization rate, 5

where

v,

nb --,

(0)

fio

and

where A is the vector potential of the elecmc field and Jn (a, b ) is a n~odifiedBessel
function12 and d p is the differential solid angle. d(cos8). T h e individual terms give
the expressions for the differential cross sections of absorption of N photons and
emitting an electron in a given direction. Szoke's program integates the rate equations
over the solid angle to determine the different electron energies and then integrates over
all the electron energies to give the total number of ions of each charge state. His
model uses a Gaussian laser pulse shape.
The comparison of the experimental data and theory is shown in Fig. 4-7. The
intensity of the experimental data had to be decreased by a factor of 10 to f i t the
saturation intensities with the theory for ~ e for
+ both wavelengths and He+ with
green radiation and a factor of 40 to fit the theory for He+ with the IR radiation. The
discrepancy comes from the assumption that the potential is constant with respect to
electron position, which is a good approximation in the ultra violet at moderate
intensities, but breaks down for infra red and visible radiation at high field strengths.
The amplimde, r, of the oscillatory motion of an electron in an elecrro-magnetic
field is given by;

At an intensity of 1015 w/cm2. the amplitude of the oscillations is

- 4.8 and

- 1.2 nm. at a wavelength of 1.05 and 0.53 pm, respectively. These amplitudes are
much greater than the atomic radius. The electron will oscillate around the position
that it left the atom, where the potential is given by the ionization potential. As the
elecmn oscillates towards the ion, it will see a much smonger Coulomb potential than
the ionization potential. Because of the approximation of a constant potential in
Szoke's model. the theoretical ionization rate will be orders of magnitude higher than
the actual ionization rate for 1.05 pm radiation. The increased ionization rate leads to a
calculated threshold intensity many times smaller than the actual threshold.

Intensity ( X 1014w/cm2)

Figure 4 - 7a. Comparison of theoretical and experimental results for xenon with

IR radiation. The experimental intensities have been reduced by a
factor of 10 to fit the theory.

Intensity ( X 1014w/cm2)

Figure 4 - 7b. Comparison of theoretical and experimental results for xenon
with green radiation. The experimental intensities have been

reduced by a factor of 10 to fit the theory.
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Figure 4 - 7c. Comparison of thcorctical and expenmental results Iur
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with IR radiation. The experimental intensities have been
reduced by a factor of 10 to fit the theory.
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Figure 4 - 7d. Comparison of theoretical and experimental results for helium
with green radiation. The experimental intensities have been
reduced by a factor of 40 to fit the theory.

It can be seen from the comparison of the data with the theory, that Szijke's
modified ~ e l d ~ theory
s h ~ does not accurately describe the ionization process in this
wavelength range for shon pulse, very intense laser pulses. Even if the intensity of
the experimental results is decreased to match the theoretical saturation intensities of
the first charge state, the theory fits only the two lowest charge states with a n y
accuracy. The higher charge states deviate strongly.
Milonni has recently shown that the Keldysh approximation may not be valid
under the condition of strong ioniration.13 The Keldysh theory assumes that the
probability of removing the elecuon from its initial state is small, which is not the case
for very intense pulses. Javanainen and Eberly have solved for the electron
wavefunctions of a model atom that is ionized by an intense field, by first
principles.14 The ion yield is determined by solving the Schranger equation with a
realistic quantum mechanical

potential. Their numerical results also show a

quantitative disagreement with the results calculated by the Keldysh approximation.
New theories are needed to describe the ionization of an atom to high charge states by
the interaction with very iptense laser fields.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS

.

A

Summary

A novel laser technique has been investigated, which uses a pulse compression
technique lo achieve both shon pulse durations and high energies. The CPA laser is
an optical analog to chirped radar. Shon pulses are stretched several times their
original duration. The long pulses are amplified to the saturation level of the gain
medium and then recompressed lo their initial pulse widths. With this technique, high
energy amplifiers can be used to efficiently amplify shon pulses and create extremely
high peak powers.
At present, the protdtype system has been designed and consuucted. The entire
laser system sits on two 4 x 8 foot optical benches and produces picosecond pulses with
energies of 0.5 1. A proposal has been put forth by LLNL, to scale a CPA laser to
very large energies in the kJ regime. The power of the system would be in the
petawatt regime, which to date has not been possible with conventional amplifying
techniques. These ultra-high peak powers should open up new fields of study in such
areas as positron production, multi-photon optics and plasma physics.
The prototype laser was used in these experiments lo investigate multi-photon
multiple ionization at intensities up to 10" w/cm2 in the near IR region of the
spectrum. The experiments produced the highest charge state, xel*+. observed to

date. The wavelength dependence was investigated by comparing the ionization at
1.05 pm and the second harmonic frequency. The CPA experiments resulted in
consistently higher saturation intensities than the Saclay results taken at the same
wlavelengths, but with different pulse durations and bandwidths. The CPA
experiments showed that the highest charge states are ionized at lower intensities with
longer wavelengths. The CPA laser is an ideal laser to study the effects of pulse
duration and bandwidth independently. An initial experiment to compare the ionization
yields generated with the uncompressed and compressed pulses was performed. The
result showed that the ionization process was independent of pulse duration if the
bandwidth remained constant.
The multi-photon results were compared to a modified Keldysh theory. The.
experimental ion yields did not match the yields predicted by the theory. The
experimental error cannot account for the entire discrepancy, indicating that new
theories must be developed to explain the multi-photon ionization process at very high
intensities.

V. B

New Laser Developments

V. B. 1 Towards Shorter Pulse Durations

The bandwidth of Nd:glass is sufficient to suppon 100 fs pulse durations, but
the pulse width cannot be reduced to much less than 1 ps in Nd:glass, because of gain
narrowing. Chromium-doped solid state amplifying media, such as Alexandrite and
titanium-sapphire have broader bandwidths than Nd:glass and still have the large
saturation fluence level of

- 1 ~ / c m ~Alexandrite
.
has a gain bandwidth of 100 nm and

titanium-sapphire lases between 700 and 1000 nm. These lasers can suppon pulse

durations as short as a few ferntoseconds
Since a compression system is needed to produce the picosecond pulse duration
for the Nd:glass system, the temporal profile will have a background pedestal due to
the residual frequency chirp, which cannot be corrected by the gating compressor. In
order to achieve a clean temporal profile, the shon pulse will have to be produced
directly from an oscillator. The short pulse can then be stretched by several orders of
magnitude by a grating pair used in an antiparallel configuration, before being
amplified in a solid state medium. Pessot and coworkers have constructed such a
system.l They used a sub-picosecond dye laser to generate a

- 270 fs sccd pulse for

an Alexandrite regenerative amplifier. The shon dye pulses are stretched to 50 ps by
two gratings that have 1800 Vmm grating constant separated by 140 cm. The long
pulse is amplified to

- 2 mJ at a 20 Hz repetition

rate and then recompressed. to

- 300 fs, by a pair of gratings used in a parallel configuration, with the same angle of
incidence and spacing as the expander.
At present. in order to achieve pulse durations on the order of 10 fs, the dye
pulses have to be shortened by fibre pulse compression. The amplification, of these
shon pulses in Alexandrite, and in the future titanium-sapphire, will be done in the
same manner as the Nd:glass CPA system.

V. B. 2 Towards Petawatt Power Levels

The chirped pulse amplification technique will allow the generation of extremely
high power levels. Nd:glass laser systems can presently produce energies at the kl
level. With the CPA technique, single picosecond pulses could be amplified to this

. energy, generating powers at the Petawatt (10I5w) level. Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory (LLNL) has proposed to build a Petawatt laser system using the

CPA technique. They plan to build a front end, which is basically the same as the ??T
laser system developed at LLE. In the LLNL system, the pulse will be stretched to

- 1 ns by the grating expander and a 25 mrn amplifier will be added to bring the
energy to 4 J. A series of 31.5 mm amplifiers will then be used to amplify the pulse
to 2-3 kJ. The amplifiers chain has been designed to maintain the 4 nm bandwidth of
injected chirped pulse and keep the beam quality to be better than four times diffraction
limited.
The present limitation on the energy that can be achieved with the CPA
technique is the damage threshold of the gratings. With the existing grating
technology, very large gratings would be required to reach this energy and keep the
~
The technology of producing gratings with high
fluence at the 20 m ~ / c mlevel.
damage thresholds of

- 1 ~ / c mexists,
~ but, at present these gratings do not have the

required dispersion or high efficiency at the 1 pm wavelength. The LLKL proposal
includes the development and demonstration of high-damage threshold rransmisiion
gratings. The laser intensity after the compression stage will be on the order of
0.05 TW/cm2 over a beam diameter of 50-100 pm. Because of cost considerations,
the compression system will have to be outside the vacuum chamber. The high power
pulses then must propagate through the chamber window. The B integral for
propagation through a 3 cm fused silica window was calculated to be 2.5, which is
acceptable for maintaining a reasonable beam quality. In order to avoid further
propagation through a nonlinear medium the beam will be focussed by reflecting
optics. This laser system should be capable of generating focussed intensities of 10?'
w/cm2, which corresponds to an elccmc field in excess of 100 ~ 1 % ~ .
A Petawatt laser system would open a new regime of physics that at present

-

cannot be investigated. An intensity of lo2' w/cm2 would yield a ponderomotive
potential of 100 MeV, which would accelerate the electrons to ultra-relativistic speeds.

This laser will have many applications in various fields such as laser-atom interactions,
x-ray lasers, nuclear and plasma physics.

V. C Future Multi-photon Experiments

The measurement of the ions only gives partial insight into the interaction of
atoms uith intense radiation. The interaction process also produces energetic electrons
as well as short wavelength radiation. Much work has already been done on studying
the electron spectra produced by Above Threshold Ionization, ( A T I ) . ~ . ~In, ~
ATI
processes, the electrons have energies corresponding to a multiple number of photons
minus the ionization potential, such that the electron energy specnum appears to be
spikes separated by one photon in energy. The first electron peak corresponds to the
energy of the minimum number of photons required to ionize. The electron spectra
has clearly shown the process of channel closing. When the intensity is increased to
the point that the ponderomotive potential equals one photon energy, the first
ionization peak disappears.
Recently, very high order harmonic generation has been observed for t h e
interaction of high density gas and 1.06pm radiation, at intensities in the 1013l0I4 w k m 2 range.5 Harmonics were observed to the 33rd order, in this experiment.
whereas only the seventeenth harmonic has been observed for UV fundamental
wavelengths

an intensity of

- 1016~ l c r nindicating
~ , ~ that the harmonic generation

process is much stronger for long wavelength radiation. The Nd:glass CPA laser
system is then an ideal source to study the harmonic generation process because it
p d u c e s the long wavelengths at intensities that othenvise could not k achieved.
In the Saclay experiment, the intensity of the harmonic orders fell sharply from
the third to the seventh order as expected, but. the ninth to the twenty-seventh order

had comparable conversion efficiencies. for argon gas. These results are still not
understood, but ,a connection to the ATI electron peaks is expected. Unfo~tunatel~,
the harmonics are generated with such low efficiencies, they can only be measured for
high densities, where the electron spectrum would be altered by space charge effects.
Also, harmonics were only observed for laser intensities sufficient to produce
multi-photon ionization. The Saclay group could not observe harmonics with neon
~ ,neon
gas. Multi-photon ionization requires a laser intensity of 3 x 10 l 4 ~ / c mfor
atoms, which is above the maximum intensity used in the experiment. A CPA laser
should then produce harmonics in neon. Hamonic generation experiments using the

CPA laser system are planned for the future.
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APPENDIX

It can be shown analytically, that the stored energy in an amplifier can only be
efficiently extracted, if the input intensity is sufficient to completely saturate the gain.
The complete analytical solution can be found in

aby siegrnan.l

The main

equations will be given here. The rate quations governing the change in pulse intensity
and population of the gain medium are as follows:

where l(z.1) and N(z,t) are the intensity and inversion. respectively, in a coordinate
system that moves with the pulse. a is the stimulated-uansition cross section, h is
Planck's constant, u is the laser frequency. These equations assume that the lower
lasing level decays in a time less than the pulse duration. If this is not the case. the
right hand side of Eqn. A-2 is multiplied by 2.
The rate quations can be integrated to give the output intensity I,

as a function

of the input intensity, Ih:

- where G (1) is the time dependent gain and NTor is the population inversion integrated
along the length of the gain medium. The intitid gain, Gg.is given by:

GoE exp [ ON, I,

(A - 4)

where Nois the intitial population inversion.
The input and output energy fluence, Ui, and U,,,

~spectively,are determined

by integrating the pulse intensities in time from the beginning of the pulse,tO,to a
normalized time,t. A saturation fluence, U,

can be defined as the input fluence

required to reduce the initial inversion by half. The saturation fluence is given by :

u sat E -hu.

0

The input fluence can be written as a function of the saturation fluence and gain
as:

which for Go >> 1, can be simplified to give:

The extracted energy fluence,U,,,, is the difference between the output and
input fluence and can be determined by solving the preceding equations to give:

It can be seen from this quation that the extracted energy increases as the gain
decreases to value of one. As G(t) + 1:

G(t) = 1 + € (t)

where E (t) is a number less than one. For an E (t) value of 0.5,

Therefore. the energy is only efficiently extracted for input fluencc levels that
are approximately equivalent to the saturation fluence.
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